
Review Title Comments Name Star
Colorado Sports Chiropractic, 
the only place to go.

I have been going to Colorado Sports Chiropractic Center for several years and have 
been more than impressed with their services.   I would never use anyone else.  I 
would highly recommend them to anyone.  I've had several sports related injuries, 
that only Jeremy Rodgers knew how to fix. Jeremy is incredibly knowledgeable about 
all sports and back related issues.  He is the guy to go to.

Beth 5

Fantastic sports injury care! Dr. Rodgers is fantastic! He understands how to heal sports injuries and knows how to 
get you up and running quickly! He tailors the program to how urgently you need to 
heal (do you have a race coming up and need that ankle healed quickly??) and 
explains everything really well. Thanks so much!!

Beth 5

They are great Jeremy and his staff are awesome. He goes the extra mile to help you and he's smart 
as a whip. Kay does a fantastic job too. They have been so helpful with my issues and 
couldn't imagine anyone else taking better care of me. 

Paul 5

The Absolute Best After having a pretty severe injury in May, I started to see Jeremy Rodgers. He was 
recommended to me by my family. I had gone to a few other chiropracters and didn't 
see results. In 3 sessions, I was 90% better. He not only adjusted my back, but made 
me realize that how I was living my life was greatly affecting my recovery. He truly 
cares and is a chiropracter I will see regularly from now on. 

Dani 5

Golden couple drives to see 
Dr. Rodgers

We've had great overall care from Dr. Jeremy Rodgers.  He takes time to understand 
the trouble areas, explains his thought process for the adjustments, and teaches us 
how to take care of the ailments long-term.  His truly understands athletes, since he's 
an athlete , and helps us with recovery and our options.  The staff is great and we 
appreciate the great Care.  Thanks!

T.M. 5

Jeremy Rodgers is a Healer Jeremy has outstanding knowledge of sports and chiropractic medicine and pain 
treatment and management techniques. He is always available in an emergency and 
his treatments are always effective. I highly recommend Jeremy Rodgers at Colorado 
Sports Chiropractic Center.

Mark 5

THE BEST CHIROPRACTIC 
CARE EVER

I am impressed with both the office operations and the care given in this office.  I've 
had both chiropractic care and massage therapy in the past, but never as good as this.  
Jeremy is spot on with his chiropractic care and advice, and Kay is the the greatest 
when it comes to massage.  You can't go wrong with this office.

Linda 5

I feel great! Jeremy has been able to adjust my lower back, hips and neck so that I am able to 
function pain free.  I have been dealing with arthritic joints for a number of years and 
the treatments I receive have been incredible.

Don 5



Fantastic Experiences! I sprained my back 5 years ago and Dr. Thomm listened and not only treated me but 
gave me amazing advice & strengthening exercises to make my back stronger than it 
had ever been. Since then, she continues to help me improve my back health so that I 
can accomplish all my running goals and everyday life health. 

Christy 5

Sound, well expressed care. Everyone has said what I would have. Dr Rodgers is great. He asks many diagnostic 
questions and actually listens to the answers. He has an amazing understanding of 
body mechanics, so that a symptom in the ankle is not necessarily an ankle problem 
but perhaps a hip problem. 
Beyond his expertise, and other have commented on this, is his appreciation for the 
athlete's desire/need to get back. He seems truly excited to get you healed and to do 
it as quickly as possible.

T.H. 5

Great at diagnosing the 
injury.

Dr. Rodgers has impressed me with the time that he takes to learn about the injury 
and possible causes.  He has been the most effective chiropracter that I have visited in 
my many years of treatment.

Robert 5

consistently great help I've had some chronic injuries that Jeremy helped me get on top of and maintain for a 
couple of years since I was referred to his practice by several people.  Kay Levesque - 
who does therapeutic massage at Colorado Sports Chiropractic Center - has magical 
hands that have helped reinforce Jeremy's work.  My whole family has benefited 
from their help for a wide array of issues.

Justin 5

Thank you! Dr. Rodgers is very knowledgable- He went above and beyond to educate me on not 
only my injury, but the anatomy of my injury.  He put together a treatment plan that 
focuses on the primary and secondary causes of my injury.  I left feeling optimistic 
about an injury that has put a damper on my training and competition for the past 
year.  

Anne 5

Dr Thomm keeps me 
running, climbing & dancing!

I'm only 1 1/2 years old, but Dr Thomm makes me feel better after I take a tumble 
trying to keep up with my older brother. She is really gentle when she helps my back 
or neck and lets me play while she's doing it. My parents feel like she has also helped 
keep my immune system stronger. We all love her - and Kathy, too!

W.S. 5

Best Chiropractor in State! I have gone to Jeremy for many years with hockey related injuries, back problems and 
vehicle accident related issues.  He has always fixed the problems and got me back to 
normal in a very short time.  He tailors exercises to keep you in good shape. I have 
recommended him to many others that are just as pleased as me. I can't thank him 
enough!!!

F.M. 5



Incredibly Talented Medical 
Professional!

 If you're looking for a totally qualified chiropractor then look no further.  Dr. Jeremy 
Rogers knows more than most medical doctors and will do his absolute best in your 
treatment.  I have been seeing him for the past 4 years and always feel I‚Äôm in the 
best hands. He not only cares about your recovery but can trouble shoot any issue.  
Again, if you‚Äôre searching for a top-notch chiropractor, Dr. Rogers is ‚Äúhands-
down‚Äù your best choice!

Shirley 5

Jeremy Rodgers is fantastic Jeremy is so knowelgeable and is probably better than any other chiropractor we have 
used.  He explains what is going on with your body and gives you "homework" to do 
on your own so that the number of appointments you need are kept to a minimum.  
The office staff, especially Cathi, are friendly and accommodating.  We have referred 
Colorado Sports Chiropractic to several friends and they in turn have referred others.  
They are the best! 

S.S. 5

A Breath of Fresh Air in the 
Chiropractic Industry

I had  gone to several Chiropractors in Boulder County before finding Jeremy Rodgers 
at Colorado Sports Chiropractic Center in Louisville. Jeremy is very knowledgeable and 
really knows the issues people have with a bad back. Most of the Chiropractors I went 
to tried to put me on a regular visit routine that I didn't feel I needed. This is not the 
case at the Sports Chiroptactic Center. Jeremy simply tells me what I need to do to 
help my back.

Mike 5

Family Care Dr Thomm is incredible with children.  We have been taking both of our daughters to 
Colorado Sports Chiropractic Center for sports related issues and wellness visits for five 
plus years.  Dr. Thomm's gentle care and watchful eye has helped us make informed 
decisions regarding both our daughters' health issues.  We can't thank you enough!!

K.J. 5

Dr Rodgers goes out of his 
way to help!

I have had tremendous success reducing my migraines since seeing Dr Rodgers and 
he was immediately responsive and helpful in resolving an episode of acute back 
pain. I am thankful to Jeremy & Cathi and only recommend Colorado Sports 
Chiropractic! 

Julia 5

Very thorough first visit Dr. Rodgers is very personable, informative, and got me on a treatment plan I'm 
happy with. I look forward to getting back to 100% under his care and advise.

Kevin 5

Best ever!! I have been to alot of other Chiropractors in the last 15 yrs, their are none better than 
Dr Rodgers . I would recommend  Dr Rodgers to anyone ,sports or not sports related 
injury !

Bruce 5

The best chriopractic office in 
colorado

Jeremy Rodgers is wonderful.   My mom has been in his office for the past 6 years.  I 
am 10 years old - and mom wouldn't have me see anyone other than Dr. Rodgers.  :-)

Juliana 5



AMAZING, PERSONABLE 
CARE!

My 2 children and I have been seeing Dr. Thomm since my 4.5 year old was 6 months 
old! She is compassionate, personable and extremely professional. There is no doubt 
that has expertise in chiropractic care for adults, children and infants! Dr. Thomm & 
Colorado Sports Chiropractic Center are part of our regular healthcare!

Melinda 5

Effective, Efficient 
Healthcare

Jeremy Rodgers is excellent not only with chiropractic but also with injury treatment, 
particularly running-related issues. His diagnoses are spot-on and his course of action 
concise, targeted and efficient. Very few healthcare providers operate with Jeremy's 
degree of effectiveness and cost-consciousness. In short, your healthcare dollar is well-
spent at Colorado Sports Chiropractic.

Richard 5

Athletic Knowledge Every time I visit Maureen,she gets to the root issue of my problem.  My body gets 
pretty twisted up from my wrestling schedule.  Quick, convenient and they definately 
know what they are doing.
I recommend all athletes visit here, they will keep your muscles and joints aligned and 
stress free.

Brandon 5

Excellent! Very grateful for Jeremy's expertise. He fully understands what the body and 
appreciates what it means to be injured and needing to get back to health - safely and 
quickly. He's thorough, puts you at ease, and does a great job of explaining all the 
steps as he goes. You feel like a partner in your own healing - which is as it should be! 
Highly recommend!

Alicia 5

Finally someone that gets it! I've seen a few chiropractors over the years for low back problems to the point I 
stopped believing in the practice in general.  At the recomendation of a friend, I went 
to see Dr. Thomm. She totally understood my issue and knew exactly what to do 
about it. She explained it all to me and now I know how to prevent it and how to catch 
symptoms early for an easy fix. She is the only chiro that has ever been able to help 
me and now I am a true believer! Thanks Dr. Thomm!!

Scott 5

Jeremy Rogers I've been to dozens of chiropractors and sports medicine folks over the years.   No one 
comes close to Jeremy in knowledge, technique or communications skills.   Whether 
it's a knee, shoulder, back or neck problem -- whether soft tissue or a bone injury.  
Jeremy will get you back to normal as quickly as possible.  

Older 5

Jeremy Rodgers Jeremy has more knowledge in his field than any one I have worked with.  He has a 
great bedside manner and a knack for explaining everything.  Best of all he lets you 
know how many visits it will take to resolve an issue and doesn't drag things out.  He 
is really good at fixing people.

Rob 5



Dr. Jeremy Rodgers is the 
Best

There are several Chiropractors' offices near my home, but I drive from the middle of 
Denver to Louisville to see Dr. Jeremy.  Takes nearly an hour each way but no way am 
I going to another office.  Dr. Jeremy is the best.  Takes his time to discuss whatever 
issue you have and how to resolve it.  Dr. Jeremy is the best!

Linda 5

Great explanations and solid 
game plan

Jeremy understands physiology for the athlete and takes the time to explain the path 
to recovery.  Very enjoyable.

Bob 4

Get Great Care at Colorado 
Sports Chiropractic Center!

I've been a client for several years now and could not have had a better experience.  
Dr Rodgers is both thorough and knowledgeable.  Massage therapist is top notch and 
office staff is friendly.  You'll get great care at a convenient location!

Amy 5

Colorado Sports Chiropractic 
Care

A great clinic for your physical care, whether you need injury rehab, chiropractic needs 
or massage therapy.  The staff here is "top notch" in helping you get back to a normal 
life style.

David 5

I can stand straight! I have facet joint syndrome and Jeremy has been able to keep the "flare-ups" under 
control for over two years.  Even with all the house remodeling and landscaping I am 
involved with, I am able to stand up straight and live a normal life.  

Don 5

Jeremy is the best! Jeremy Rodgers is the best chiropractor we have ever dealt with.  We usually see him 
for maintenance, but he has also helped us resolve specific issues when they arise.  He 
is extremely knowledgeable.  He also knows when attention from an MD is 
warranted.  We have recommended Jeremy to a number of friends and they are all 
very pleased.  Kathy and the rest of the staff are very friendly and helpful and we 
enjoy visiting the office.

Susan 5

Awesome Job Super helpful and friendly, and they have always successfully diagnosed and treated 
the problems I have had, even when other doctors couldn't.

Dave 5

Extremely happy! Highly 
recommended!

Everything about Colorado Sports Chiropractic Center is top notch, professional and 
friendly. Dr. Rodgers' chiropractic care is among the best and his knowledge 
constantly amazes. Kay, the massage therapist works wonders, and between the two 
of them, you'll be well taken care of. 

Kevin 5

First visit with Dr. Thomm ;) Thanks so much for taking me in when I  needed help so badly.  Follow up app't was 
also great! Looking forward to working with you.

Candy 5

HIghly Recommend My husband and I both started seeing Dr Rogers about a year ago.  We both have 
been incredibly happy with the service at Colorado Sports Chiropractic Center and 
would highly recommend Dr Rogers.  I have seen Dr Rogers for some back issues and 
also Restless Leg Syndrome.

Kathy 5

Vote of confidence Dr. Rodgers is great; supreme knowledge of the athlete's body because of his 
experience as a chiropractor and athlete. I won't go any where else.

Andrew 5



Excellent treatment Always feel better after a visit with Dr. Rodgers. He keeps my issues in check and is 
knowledgable about all aspects of health, wellness, and fitness.

Adam 5

Great work I always feel well taken care of and heard when I go to your clinic:) I greatly 
appreciate the smiles, outstanding service and the talented staff.

Amanda 5

Best Sports Care I have been with Jeremy for over 10 years.  I have come to him for back care and 
many sports injuries.  Every single time he has been THE only one to show me the 
correct way to heal, and I have healed quickly.  I would recommend him to anyone 
and am so appreciative of his skills and his knowledgeable, wonderful self.

Beth 5

Massage Heaven Kay needs no pormpting to deliver what is needed! I am so lucky to have her as my 
massage therapist as she help sme stay healthy.

tina 5

Pain free therapy Each time I visit CSCC I feel so much better with more movement and range of 
motion.  It feels great.

Don 5

Happy client I get great treatment, insight and advice each time I visit CSCC.  They keep up with my 
specific issues, and I know how to find that spots that require therapy.  I'm much 
better off based on going to CSCC.

Jim 4

Better Than Words Can Say! My 4 and 5 year-old children & I have been going to Dr. Maureen Thomm at Colorado 
Sports Chiropractic Center for more than 4 years. The services are better than words 
can say. Dr. Thomm is compassionate, thoughtful & highly skilled! We are healthier & 
happier as a result of Dr. Thomm!

Melinda 5

Excellent treatmen I've been very pleased with the treatment Dr. Rogers has been providing me:  
Proactive rather than just reactive.  Interested in getting me back to my activities 
rather than just a series of treatments.

Leslie 5

Great experience Couldn‚Äôt have asked for anything more. They promptly got me in without any wait 
and were very accommodating. Jeremy was extremely helpful and within minutes I 
was feeling better and relief. Would recommend Colorado Sports Chiropractic Center 
without hesitation!

Michael 5

outstanding  Every time I see Maureen I feel better. I feel so luck to have her expertise available 
to our community. I recommend Maureen to everyone who needs a little help with 
spinal health and care. I can't speak highly enough of her and the Colorado sports 
team.

Carolyn 5

Sooo much better My visits with Jeremy have been terrific.  I feel better each time I visit with him.  His 
knowledge of the spine and back health is a big help to me in order for me to keep my 
back healthy.  Kathy also has been wonderful in helping at the front desk.  Thanks to 
all at Colorado Spine and Sport.

Sandy 5



Dr. Rodgers has been 
amazing with a variety of 
pains

Dr. Rodgers is amazing. I have seen him for a variety of back, leg and neck problems 
and he always able to fix me. On my first visit to him, I could barely walk from the pain 
from excessive box squats in the gym. He spent 90 minutes with me on a Saturday. 
Within a week and a few more visits I was back to normal. 
Most of my problems have been fixed within one or two visits. After my visit 
yesterday, I was able to get my first good night of sleep in a week. 

Mike 5

Dr. Rodgers has my back - 
again!

Not only have I appreciated the benefits of working with Jeremy, but he has helped so 
many of my friends as well.  He has so many different treatment methods, that he is 
able to adapt to your personal situation.   
I've referred several friends and neighbors to him, with a variety of issues, and he is 
able to help them as much or more than anyone else they've seen.  All give him high 
marks as well.  

S.W. 5

He's the best As an ultrarunner with frequent injuries, I tried several chiros before I found Dr. Jeremy 
Rodgers. He knew immediately what my issues were and how to resolve them. I now 
see him on a regular basis to stay "tuned-up;" an investment that is well worth it!

Mike 5

Stellar Care and Attention After seeking treatment in a number of places, I found Dr. Rogers and knew of him 
through my work in the outdoor industry and passion for the outdoors and racing.  His 
expertise mixed with his passion for getting me back outside to play have combined to 
get me on the road to recovery.  His practice is professional, friendly and very patient 
focused.  I highly recommend their services!

Jason 5

Essential Care Dr. Thomm has been an asset to my 2 children and me for almost 5 years - for injuries 
and maintenance! 

Melinda 5

Love It!!! Dr. maureen Thomm is wonderful!  She always knows just how to "fix me" when I 
have a flare up.  She is excellent at what she does and is so kind and down to earth!!!!

Melissa 5

Great well-rounded care Dr. Rodgers is incredibly knowledgeable about so many different sports medicine 
diagnoses and treatments. He has a vast understanding of orthopedics, sports 
medicine and physical therapy techniques in addition to his chiropractic training. I've 
gone to him for a number of sports injuries over the years - some minor and some 
quite major - and he has always had a very evidence-based approach to helping me 
sort things out and move forward with a treatment plan. 

Amy 5



Terrific care and staff I got a referral to Dr. Thomm from a friend when I had an emergency situation from 
an accident. I called Dr. Thomm's office and Cathy said the doctor was booked but she 
would call her and see if anything could be done. Dr. Thomm not only saw me outside 
of her normal hours, she was so kind and attentive it was such a pleasant surprise to 
find such a caring doctor. I was very impressed, not only with the doctor, but Cathy 
and the staff that helped make the appointment possible. 

L.P. 5

Easy! Using the Genbook to schedule appointments make my life easier! 
Kay is an intuitive masseuse and really works wonders. The whole staff at CCSC are 
friendly and helpful!

tina 5

Road to recovery! Jeremy Rodgers has been instrumental in the diagnosis of and ultimate recovery from 
a disc fragment in my lumbar region.  Very proactive in the analysis of the issue, the 
reference to a top specialist for surgery and the physical therapy that followed.  Happy 
to say that 6 weeks out from surgery, PT is going well and I'm looking forward to 
hitting the slopes, hopping on my mountain bike and running in the coming weeks.  
Thanks!

Jay 5

Sciatic Pain Jeremy Rogers helped my body heal from a pinched sciatic nerve that was causing me 
great pain. He was as conservative in his treatment plan as he could be while helping 
relieve the structural issues causing the pain. He is very forthcoming with information 
about the causes of the event and the related structure. I am not experiencing the 
sciatic nerve pain now after 3 months of treatment.
I am grateful for his help. 

Michael 4

Overall health I have been seeing Maureen Thomm for over six years now and referring people to 
her for longer. I started seeing her during my first pregnancy and am continuing now 
through my third pregnancy. She has been priceless in helping with the health of my 
family.

Rebekah 5

Patient Colorado Spine and Sport is a wonderful care provider on every level. They offer 
personalized service, are extremely patient with concerns and have taken great care 
of me for more than 5 years. Dr. Jeremy Rogers knows more about the body's 
functions than the vast majority of MDs. I always feel in the best hands with him on 
any issue. I couldn't recommend him and his staff more!

Shirley 5

Patient I highly recommend Dr. Jeremy Rogers and his entire staff.  Jeremy is extremely 
thorough and knowledgeable and I have benefited greatly from his advice and 
recommendations. 

K.O. 5



Clinical Director, Psychiatric 
Facility

I have been going to Colorado Spine and Sport for almost 10 years and recommend 
their amazing care to my friends and colleagues.  Their caring, flexibility and 
knowledge are a perfect combination for busy folks who need to get back on track 
when sports injuries or accidents impair their ability to function!

Ann 5

best Chiropractic care in 
years

After going to many quacks, it's refreshing to go to a doctor who demonstrably 
understands how the muscles interact with the spine.   I not only get adjusted, but I 
get exercises and tips for how to keep that adjustment in place, longer, and learn how 
to support a healthy spine so I don't have to go in as often!

C.F. 5

Feeling good Jeremy continues to provide quality chiropractic help and it has made a huge 
difference in my overall well being.

Don 5

Expert in Sports Chiropractic 
Care

Dr. Rogers has healed many of my running injuries (IT band pain, hamstring 
tendinopathy, inflamed ankle tendon).  I'm very grateful to him for enabling me to 
continue living an active lifestyle.

Beth 5

Significant improvement 
after 3 years of back pain

I've had SI pain for years and tried many different PTs and massage therapists. 
Nothing had really helped. Dr. Rodgers made a big difference in 4 weeks and I was 
pain-free for the first time in years after 8 weeks.

Jeff 5

Awesome massage Kay is an awesome masseuse- she is awesome at deep tissue massages!  I've been 
going to her for about 2 years.  She has helped with a lot of my neck and shoulder 
knots.  Thanks Kay!!

Jenny 5

Best chiropractor I've ever 
been to.

Dr. Rodgers is fantastic. He has helped me through serious sports injury, through 
accident recovery, and through just various aches and pains. I never feel rushed and 
always get his full attention. I am constantly impressed at the range of treatment 
options he knows as ways of helping me recover from various problems.

Mike 5

the chiropractor that you are 
looking for

Jeremy Rodgers is a very knowledgeable and thorough chiro.  He will x-ray you to start 
and set a baseline of what your needs are.  Then he'll set you on a program that fits 
you needs an budget.  He incorporates a cross section of disciplines from radiology to 
physical therapy and massage to ensure you return to your peak performance.    I'm 
so glad my sister introduced me to him.

Jeff 5

Director Always a great experience.  The staff are knowledgeable, available and caring.  The 
atmosphere is comfortable.  Dr. Rodgers has been caring for my family, friends and 
colleagues for years.  I refer Colorado Spine and Sport without hesitation!!!

Anne 5

Dr. Rogers is the best! I have been going to Jermey sence the paints was drying on the wall of his first office! 
Could be a nicer more genuine person. I don't have to say anything other then one of 
the best chiropractors I have even been to! I hope you will read this and make an 
appointment to see him or his partner. 

Mike 5



The BEST Chiropractor! Dr. Maureen Thomm is fantastic!  She is knowledgable and she is very personable.  
She helped me with an injury to my neck that was very painful, and also took action to 
get the help I needed from other doctors and the insurance company.  I have seen 
other chiropractors in the past and they did not provide nearly the level of support and 
information that she did. And, she is very real, warm, and funny.  If you are looking for 
a chiropractor, I highly recommend seeing her.    

Doris 5

Outstanding Dr. Rogers has time and again provided the highest level of care, with exceptional 
knowledge. His ability to explain the nature of your issue, and treatment plan are 
second to none. Every time I have gone to see him, I leave not only feeling 
significantly better, but knowing that I've made best choice to quickly resolve mine 
current issue. 

C.H. 5

wonderful Great experience, gentle and caring. Maureen is a great listener who has the clients 
best interest in mind. Will continue to go to her for future chiropractic care without 
reservation.

Carolyn 5

Friendly & Family Oriented I've been using Colorado Spine and Sport for many years now so it was a no brainer to 
made an appt. for my daughter when she injured her neck and upper back. The office 
staff is amazingly friendly. I never doubt that my appt. time will be honored (no extra 
15 min. stall in the waiting area). Maureen is phenomenal. She is knowledgable and 
always answers all my questions in a way that helps me better understand my injury 
and steps to recover strong. My girls love her, too, which is so helpful. 

C 5

Colorado Spine and Sport is 
second to none!

Having recently moved to the area from out of state, thank goodness I was referred to 
Dr. Rogers for continuing care for a neck and back injury due. He is so very thorough 
with exams, setting a methodical treatment plan, and subsequent care. He is brilliant 
with his detailed explanation of your case and it‚Äôs challenges. He is also sensitive to 
and carefully adapts his adjustments to your specific needs. He and his staff are 
simply the best. Thank you for all you do to provide such superb care!

Lynn 5

Long time satisfied patient I have been a patient of Dr Rogers for several years and have had excellent care. I 
highly recommend him. 

Tyler 5

No More Migraines Because of a sports injury that I had more than twenty years ago, I sometime had 
migraines when the bones slipped in my neck. Since going to Colorado Spine and 
Sport for treatment, I have not had any recurring migraines.

Joe 5

Excellent Experience After over a year and a half I have hope for my running future, thank you Dr. Rodgers 
for moving me in that direction!!  

Katelyn 5



Healing! Colorado Spine and Sport is a great place! The staff is friendly and I truly feel like they 
are my friends after spending time there. They are up on technology and make 
scheduling easy! They have helped my body heal and I am not experiencing the 
physical pain I was before going there! 

Elyse 5

Best of the Best Dr. Rodgers is the best practitoioner for athletes that I have ever worked with.  I have 
yet to encounter an issue that he can't diagnose and help solve, his approach is 
practical and direct and his explanation of why the injury occurred helps to ensure you 
solve the problem for good.  I would recommend him and CO Spine and Sport to 
anyone!

C.G. 5

Comprehensive and 
incredible service

Dr. Rodgers provides incredible service. He treats everyone like a pro athlete. I have 
not found a problem he cannot fix. He does everything to get you out again as quickly 
as possible.

Jason 5

Treatment for PF What I thought was a heel bruise - actually ended up being diagnosed as plantar 
fasciitis. Jeremy was able to give me some specific things to do, and as I have 
experienced before with Colorado Spine and Sport - I was able to get a real issue taken 
care, and back out playing in the mountains!

Stephen 5

Bike Crash I went down hard at 25mph, and was barely able to walk.  Dr Rodgers saw me the 
next morning, performed an x-ray on the spot, made an informed diagnosis based on 
previous experience with the same issue, gave me a treatment plan and prognosis, 
and I was on the road to recovery in an hour.

Buzz 5

Skilled Diagnostician with a 
Practical Approach

I have gone to chiropractors all my life, but I've never had the good fortune to find a 
practitioner with such a diverse pool of skills.  Jeremy's thorough understanding of the 
entire body, and his unique approach with exercise therapy for healing and prevention 
is a great formula to help his patients.

Ruth 5

Jeremy Rodgers Dr. Rodgers is brilliant! He treats your ailment without endless office visits + gets you 
race ready

Peg 5

Jeremy Rodgers Provides great knowledge and support for treating hard-to-diagnose ailments.  I 
would recommend Dr. Rodgers for anyone looking for a chiropractor to help resolve 
pain or help with a sports-related problem.

Kristen 5

Checkup with Jeremy Jeremy provide great feedback and action plan.
As always Jeremy was prepared, took the time to answer any questions.

David 5



Jeremy Rodgers is excellent! Very knowledgeable and effective care that never wastes your time or money. 
Practical and to-the-point, Jeremy focuses on finding the cause of the problem and 
fixing it. Then he explains what you can do to care for yourself and help prevent the 
issue from recurring. Anyone who's physically active and wants to stay that could 
benefit from a visit to CSS.  

Richard 5

Massage and wellness What a combination - feeling great!  I started the massage/wellness appointments a 
couple months ago and the range of motion in my neck and the stiffness in my 
shoulders has been greatly reduced.

Don 5

CAROLYN I HAVE BEEN LOOKING HIGH AND LOW FORA GREAT MESSAGE THERAPIST... I 
FOUND KAY AND SHE IS FANTASTIC! HIGHLY RECOMMENDED.

Carolyn 5

Good first experience! Good first experience!

Apparently I need 100 characters...

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16.

Daniel 5

Outstanding! I have been receiving chiropractic care from Dr Thomm for almost 10 years. She has 
consistently been very insightful and extremely thorough in her approach to 
treatment. 

Scott 5

Excellent patient centered 
care

Jeremy has helped me overcome and say free from lower back issues with 
chiropractic care.  He has also helped me address the many issues that arise from 
playing soccer like a 30 year old in my 40s.

Mark 5

He has my best interests in 
his hands!

Jeremy has helped me train through 4 marathons with pasky plantar fasciatius but 
recently he has helped me work through a lower back issue from a yoga injury.  
Jeremy quickly gets to the root of the problem and he has a background as a 
chiropractort, trainer and athlete to develop a concise recovery plan.  I trust him 
implicitly!!

Kristen 5

Successful sciatic pain 
recovery

My MD recommended Dr Rogers to treat my sciatic and lower back pain. I couldn't 
have been more pleased with how Jeremy assessed my condition and formulated a 
treatment plan for my recovery. I really like how he used models and diagrams to 
explain my condition and his approach to resolving those issues. My treatment has 
gone as planned and I am feeling great.

Chris 5



Dr. Maureen Thomm I have been seeing Dr. Maureen Thomm for several years now. She has always been 
willing to go the extra mile to accommodate me (and my entire family). She is the 
consummate professional and has been a god-sent in times of need or excruciating 
pain. I would recommend her services without ANY hesitation. She is simply the very 
best! 

Elia 5

Dr. Rogers' confident, 
accurate assessment and 
treatment was a huge 
blessing

I've always been very leery of chiropractors. After having month-long lower back 
strain and hip issues last summer and not getting relief from my usual heat-cold 
treatments, I went to Dr. Jeremy Rodgers. Within three days, the lower back pain was 
gone and the follow-up treatments and physical therapy all but eliminated my hip pain 
within three months. Dr. Rogers' confident, accurate assessment and treatment was a 
huge blessing.      

Jim 5

No More Migraines I "play" hard, working out, jogging, and time on a stationary bike - all of this to stay as 
healthy as possible. This does, however, take its toll on my back and neck, especially 
my neck. Because of a rollerblading accident I have a neck that occasionally goes out. 
Dr. Thom  at Spine and Sport can always put me back together, and I leave the office 
much taller than when I came in.

Joe 5

Massage/adjustment combo I should have had the massage/adjustment combo years ago!  What a difference it 
makes to be loosened up before you get twisted, turned and pulled!

Don 5

Efficient and effective Never much of a wait. Dr. Thomm really knows her stuff and can get right to the issue. 
Very worthwhile appointment.

Scott 5

Happy Results I've been a patient with Dr Thomm for several months.  I've had several health 
complaints that are being addressed in a caring and professional manner. I'm happy I 
took advantage of the referrial.

Karen 5

Great Massage Victoria worked wonders on my back. She was very aware of my needs and found the 
best ways to help address the areas that were causing me pain and discomfort.  I 
prefer deep massages and Victoria was more than capable of delivering the perfect 
amount of pressure to my different areas.  I would absolutely recommend her to 
anyone.

Tiffany 5

Wonderful Massage Victoria really help with my shoulders.  I would highly recommend her to anyone.
Thanks again for the excellent treatment.

F.M. 5

Consistently awesome I've been going to see Dr. Rogers for years and have always received the appropriate 
amount of treatment.  If I needed more sessions, he recommended them, but if a 
simple adjustment was all I needed, then I wasn't over sold.  I have also received 
guidance on ways to stabilize through exercise.  

s.W. 5



Thorough treatment Dr Rodgers has a keen understanding of bio-mechanics and his thorough approach to 
total wellness is refreshing. I highly recommend him to anyone who wishes to stay 
healthy and active.

Ben 5

Dr Thomm is outstanding!!!!! Dr Thomm is the most effective and intuitive chiropractor I have ever received 
treatment from  in 30 years!

Susanne 5

The Best Chiropractors 
Around

Colorado Spine and Sport have been my chiropractors for 10 years - I won't go 
anywhere else because I know what I'm going to get here: the best personalized 
treatment available in the area. 

William 5

Excellent Care Dr Thomm has been our entire families chiropractor for almost 10 years.  She now 
treats all of our extended family members as well. Dr Thomm's treatments have 
always been effective in helping each of us with our individual needs. I appreciate that 
she will fit us in her schedule last minute if needed, even if her schedule is already full.  
She is patient, intelligent and thorough in her approach.  By far the best chiropractor I 
have ever been treated by.

Scott 5

Great Results with Jeremy Jeremy has seen my kids and myself for years. He's always spot on with whatever 
pain we're feeling. Three months after shoulder surgery I was back on the tennis 
court. I really appreciate his approach to recovery in terms of learning how to 
rehabilitate my own injuries with his guidance and adjustments. His approach is 
comprehensive as well.

Linda 5

Comprehensive Service with 
Great Care

I've seen Jeremy for years and he has always been professional, informative, and 
helpful.  He is open to trying different strategies to treat my chronic health issues and 
often connects me with a new Dr or treatment.  I also see the massage thereapist on 
site and she is excellent.  Tori understands bodies really well and has an intuative 
touch.  

Amy 5

Physical Therapy for Achilles 
surgery repair

Care is taken and all questions were answered.  Everyone is very accommodating and 
friendly.  I look forward to continuing treatment for this issue.  Overall CSS has been 
able to address and fix every issue my body has had.  I have been a patient for over 5 
years.

K.U. 5

Good for prenatal 
adjustments

I went to Dr. Thomm during my 2nd and 3rd trimester for adjustments related to hip 
pain. It helped a lot, and she's always a pleasure to talk to. 

Jennifer 5

Jeremy is the best Jeremy is a very thorough and profession Chiro.  I feel very safe and well informed 
with his adjustments and always get solid advice on ways to reduce or even eliminate 
my aches and pains.

jeff 5



Jeremy Jeremy rocks even if I am not an extreme athlete. I recommend him to every one. I 
don't know what I would do without him. And I am very happy his agaves are 
healthy. 

Karla 5

Thank you! Colorado Spine & Sport doesn‚Äôt do anything unnecessary and their cost is very 
reasonable. 
Jeremy Rodgers is incredibly knowledgeable and helpful.
After talking with him for a few minutes he examined my spine and the muscles in my 
back; he knew immediately what caused my discomfort.  He gave practical advice on 
how to prevent it from happening again and showed me exercises and stretches to 
maintain my spine health.  
I highly recommend Colorado Spine & Sport.  
  

well 5

What a relief - Dr Maureen Thomm is the best thing that's ever happened to my back.  And my 
stress level. Amazing how that works. I trust her with the treatments she's chosen & 
the reasonable suggestions for me to do My Part. Once I was  'adjusted', after a few 
visits, she recommended scaling back on appts, so I dont go more often than needed. 
Imagine! I respect her professionally & I like her too. The others in the office are really 
helpful as well & were flexible with me when my schedule got squirrelly.THANX!

L.P. 5

Excellent massage therapist Great massage by Tori and my monthly adjustment makes me feel so much better.  
The time spent at CSS is well worth it.  I feel great.

Don 5

Excellent (Prenatal) 
Adjustments and Massage

Dr. Thomm has been a lifesaver during my pregnancy. Like many other expecting 
women I was suffering from a sore back and aching hips, and I always feel so much 
better after Dr. Thomm straightens me out. She's easy going and fun to talk to.

Tori (Victoria) is a skilled massage therapist who really understands where the pain 
comes from and goes after it. Not for the faint of heart, but oh so worth it!

Jennifer 5

Spine health: An essential 
investment

I first went to Dr. Rodgers about a year ago with lower back and hip pain and some leg 
sciatica that would not go away. Within two days of the first treatment, the lower back 
pain was gone and within two weeks, the leg sciatica and hip pain was greatly 
diminished. Dr. Rodgers clearly believes in educating his clients about spine health and 
prescribes targeted at-home exercises that work. By choice, I'm now a regular client. 
The investment in my spine health has been well worth it! 

Jim 5



Outstanding! I have a lot of experience with chiropractic work and am not the easiest case. I have 
been seeing Dr. Rodgers for what must easily be 2+ years now. He and is staff are 
excellent, attentive and personable - a huge plus!
Dr.Rodgers is thorough, knowledgable and most importantly respectful of my 
"limitations".  I am not crazy about cervical adjustments,(although that and low back 
are what I need the most). I am very cautious with anyone working on my neck and 
he has been a tremendous help! 

J.Walker 5

How can I thank Dr. Thomm 
enough!

I had problems with frozen shoulder and wasn't sure I would have much mobility in 
my arm. Dr. Thomm worked wonders. She is the best.  I've been traveling from 
Parker to Louisville and well worth the the drive for the results that she achieved.  
Thank you Dr. Thomm and your staff for all your help. I so appreciate all you have 
done. 

Lillian 5

Massage a must! I have been searching for a good sports massage for a LONG time. Tori knows her 
trade. She listens to where my pain is, digs in and releases tension no one else has 
been able to touch. I haven't been able to lie flat on my stomach in years due to my 
hip issues. Within 2 sessions I can now lie on my stomach for an extended time. So 
thankful! Highly recommend giving her a try. 

C.H. 5

Great job! Excellent Chiropractic!
Excellent Massage!
Excellent Receptionist!

Thank you Jeremy, Tori, and Kathy!

Richard 5

Jeremy Rodgers Jeremy is an excellent chiropractor/sports medicine provider. He can help with most 
external physical issues - back, legs, feet, arms, joints, neck, etc. 

M.S. 5

Dr Maureen Thomm I am so lucky I found Dr Maureen. She figured out the problem immediately & 
relieved it in the 1st session. SO much better in just a few more visits. I can go for 
follow up adjustments as needed (from stress or 'baad movement'!).  Not a forever 
commitment, but I return b/c it feels great & it works. Also feels like I've known her 
forever. Professional, friendly, efficient. She knows her stuff & knows exactly what I 
need. THANK YOU DR THOMM.

Lee 5



Dr. Maureen Thomm As a musician, I have had my share of back troubles and have seen several 
chiropractors over the years.  Dr. Thomm provides the most comprehensive 
treatment I have ever received (including great adjustments, soft tissue work, and 
PT).  She has a wonderfully genuine demeanor that relates well to others.  I highly 
recommend Dr. Thomm!

Happy 5

Treating Causes not Just 
Symptoms

For a health professional be truly heal, they need to understand more than just the 
mechanics of their patient's problem, but also the context of their situation.  What's 
going on in your life that may be contributing to your current dysfunction?

Dr. Thomm gently explores these areas with her patients. She worked with me to 
understand not only my symptoms but the causes behind my symptoms. She's made 
a huge, positive difference in my health. I highly recommend her.

Jim 5

Great relief! Just yesterday, I saw Dr. Rogers for my regular spine adjustment. I'm 62 and had back 
surgery about 4 years ago. However, yesterday was different because I had a stiff 
neck and sore shoulders from cycling the 110 mile Buffalo Epic the previous Sunday. I 
explained the situation to Dr. Rogers and within 20 minutes, I walked out feeling great 
relief. Thank you Dr. Rogers! 

Jim 5

No better service I have seen Maureen for the last 8 yrs. She ALWAYS shows close attention to my 
issues & follows-up on the ones that need more attention. Looking ahead & looking 
out for me no matter how busy she is.
Tori - finally, someone who can dig down into my muscles & really get them to 
release. The DIFFERENCE I feel in coming out of one of your massages.
Christy - My last PT person released me when I needed more help. You have stepped 
up & are giving me the help I need to get my ankle working. THANK YOU

Erica 5

Great Post-Auto Accident 
Care

I was recently rear-ended by a drunk driver and have been receiving the best 
treatment and care I could hope for at Colorado Spine and Sport.

William 5

Assessment for nerve 
disorder

Jeremy Rodgers was very attentive, informative and took quite a bit of time to try to 
diagnose and determine treatment plan for my daughter's acute nerve disorder. We 
are very confident she will continue to get great care through Jeremy.

K.S. 5

Great as always! I went to see Tori and Dr. Thomm a few weeks after giving birth. The treatments were 
great (as always), but what really impressed me was that Dr. Thomm took an extra 15 
minutes to talk to me about the birthing experience and how it may be affecting my 
alignment and stress levels. She offered a ton of great advice. As always, I'm so 
grateful to work with her. I moved since I first started going, and am still more than 
happy to make the trek to Lafayette every week or two.

Jennifer 5



Jeremy is amazing! I found Jeremy after moving to CO. He's been amazing helping me with my 
headaches but when my husband broke his leg, Jeremy was integral in his PT and 
healing. His guidance was key in helping us make tough decisions after the accident. 
We will not go to anyone else.

Nikki 5

Dr. Maureen Thomm, DC is a 
blessing

Dr. Thomm has been helping me for the past 4+ years.. 
PT for my rotator cuff tear, bicep tendon tear and back. The team is GREAT.

Todd 5

Dr. Rodgers sets the standard Dr. Rodgers has assisted me with multiple issues from shoulder to low back to plantar 
fasciitis to ankle sprains.  The results are always exceptional, and his attention to detail 
and ability to help me understand the cause of my issue so I can avoid repeat injury is 
world-class.  I can't recommend them highly enough!

Chris 5

Always effective I'm always amazed how Dr. Thomm zeros in on my lower back issues and fixes me. 
She really gets it. Highly recommended.

Scott 5

Highly recommend! Jeremy Rodgers has been wonderful in helping my daughter recover from a disabling 
nerve condition. His depth of knowledge coupled with his compassion and focus, and 
dedication have helped reduce her pain in increase her mobility. Everybody in the 
office is kind.

K.S. 5

I feel great! Jeremy Rodgers has been treating my facet joint syndrome issues and I feel great.  No 
more back or neck pain and I am able to be more active.

Don 5

Dr. Thomm is an excellent 
provider!

Dr. Thomm has always provided excellent and compassionate care to me and my 
family.  Through the years, I have personally seen her for two pregnancies and 
various orthopedic complaints in addition to chiropractic maintenance.  She always 
demonstrates a genuine interest in my well-being that is made evident by her care.  

Stephanie 5

Excellence Dr. Rodgers is like Sherlock Holmes. He figures out what's wrong with me (where 
others could not), and then manages to fix me. I'm an ultrarunner, and I tend to run 
through injuries to the point where I need some serious treatment. Because of Dr. 
Rodgers, I've been able to finish several ultras, including 100 mile races (Leadville 
being one of them). I highly recommend him as the only sports doctor you'll need.

Lisa 5

Closest thing to a miracle 
cure

It is rare to find a medical practitioner who employs his expertise as effectively as does 
Jeremy Rodgers. He diagnoses the problem and addresses it quickly and deftly. These 
days, when scammers and incompetents too often dominate fields where professional 
integrity and competence should be the rule, finding a healthcare provider who 
reliably and affordably cures what ails you is a minor miracle. When it comes to spinal 
care, Jeremy Rodgers is the man.

Richard 5



Very helpful! My monthly appointments are key to keeping my body healthy for the intense 
conditioning I do for basketball

Shane 5

Dr. Jeremy is great! I sprained my foot / ankle.  The office manager  was great at getting me in that same 
day I injured my self ( Dr. Jeremy staying late that day to see me).  Helped me to get 
on my rehab program for the fastest possible recovery.  Its only been a week since 
my injury and I am doing fantastic.  

Heli 5

Very happy! Everyone is very friendly there. Dr. Maureen Tomm is who I see regularly and she is 
wonderful.  I always leave there feeling better and with less pain.  They give you their 
attention 100% and they care. If you need a chiropractor, I recommend them. 

Heather 5

awesome! Dr Thomm has been my chiropractor for almost 10 years.  She has consistently helped 
me feel better and has helped me maintain my active lifestyle.  I've never known a 
more talented and intuitive chiropractor.

Susanne 5

Glad I found them I feel like I've known Dr Maureen forever (not a year or so) She seems to know when 
& my stress will affect my muscles before I even realize that my pain is tension 
related. And she fixes it! some visits quick, some longer- she knows what works when. 
I trust her. She's intuitive & educated in many related areas. Can pull things together 
for a cause & a 'cure'. ALWAYS feel better after & it lasts! Get to know Kathy & Deb at 
the desk.SO helpful, understanding,flexible, Insurance Smart!TRY IT

Lee 5

Best chiropractor Ive come 
across... by far!

Dr. Rogers its brilliant. Has an integral perspective, and explains everything in a way 
that you can really understand why things are happening and how to avoid problems. 
The things that I learned from him related to my back and the way it works its 
invaluable.!!

Jorge 5

Incredible knowledge and 
support

I have known Dr. Rogers professionally for many years and have never been let down 
by his involvement with treating my patients and giving the best care imaginable.  He 
has a gift for finding the root of the issue and has a vast degree of knowledge and 
experience in working with a varied base of pathologies. I trust him with even my 
most complicated cases.  He has worked miracles in a short period of time even with 
my own care!

Nicole 5



Provided relief when I 
thought not possible!

I have two different issues, occasional low back spasms and a 10 year degrading left 
knee issue ending in sciatica on the right side.
In both instances, Dr. Rogers treated each issue with success.  I am able to move 
freely and pain free for the first time in 10 years, with repeated stretching.  When you 
think that your pain may be degenerative and irreversable, check it out and maybe it 
is a treatable condition.

Jackie 5

Chiropractic and 
Physical/Massage Therapy

Jeremy and Christy have been the best with my car accident nearly a year ago.  I 
would highly recommend Colorado Spine and Sport to EVERYONE. 

Sarah 5

Best Chiropractic Experience Maureen is hands down the best Chiropractor I've ever been to - she has helped me 
the most and is a delight as a person as well.  I've been to many Chiropractors in my 
life, most of whom have been minimally effective, yet all of whom wanted to commit 
me to a several month contract for their services - not Maureen.  She has great 
integrity, only advises the minimum treatment you actually need, and makes a 
difference every time you are there. 

Sona 5

Great care I've seen Dr. Jeremy R. for spine care, and have had excellent results. I had never 
previously considered chiropractic care, and have been very impressed with the 
benefits and immediate results. Highly recommended.

C.K. 5

Good first trip Great first visit; very informative; told me everything that was going on, the cause, 
treatment and what to expect.

Harry 5

Dr. Thomm Dr. Thomm was instrumental in my successful VBAC this past summer. I highly 
recommend her. She also helped a lot with my pelvic pain during pregnancy. 

Julia 5

AMAZING! Dr. Rodgers is the best! Helped me work through my separated shoulder injury and 
continues to make sure I am on the road to recovery. Super educated and actually 
takes time to explain what's going on to treat the problem not the symptoms. Hands 
down, the best PT, chiro, sports med out there.

Greg 5

Excellent service I've been seeing Dr. Thomm for several years now. She's helped keep me running 
before, during, and after three pregnancies. Not only does she take the time to explain 
the specifics of why I'm experiencing discomfort, she also helps determine possible 
causes and teaches me some stretches to go along with the chiropractic treatment. 
She's also friendly and engaging.

Kathryn 5



Invaluable Jeremy directed me on how to repair my ankle. I ruptured several tendons, which 
prevented me from almost all activity for five years. I worked with two other 
professionals with no success.  If not for CO Spine and Sport, I would not be able to 
exercise, certainly not be able to enjoy my favorite activities:  running and trail riding. I 
am forever in his debt. Every member of the office provided exceptional service!

Richard 5

Strong back I had forgotten what a pain-free back felt like.  Dr. Maureen Thomm has enabled me 
to live without an aching back.  I walk better, sleep better, am more active in every 
way.  Thanks Dr. Thomm.

Nancy 5

Family Care Dr. Maureen Thomm has provided care for my 2 kids, now 7 & 8 years old, since they 
were toddlers! It has been so helpful for growing pains & general health. She has 
cared for me for the same length of time. Keeps me in line. Love her! :)

Melinda 5

Excellent sports medicine 
and chiropractic care

Dr. Thomm has been providing excellent care for my sports injuries and general 
wellness for years!  I recommend her to everyone - my family members, clients, and 
students.

Michelle 5

Excellent Chiropractic Care I am a new patient of Colorado Spine and Sport and am very pleased with the 
thoroughness and customer care I received from Dr. Thomm and staff. I will be 
recommending her to everyone I know.

Lydia 5

Always great Jeremy is always top of mind when I get into a back or sciatic crisis and he works his 
chiro/PT magic to get me on track. 
This visit I worked with Christy on dry needling and the results were excellent. I had a 
pain free day! 
Everyone is always friendly and professional. 

J.P. 5

Miracle Worker Maureen has been my Chiropractor  for 10 years.  I can't say enough about her 
dedication and expertise.  She knows how to manipulate the body back into 
alignment. 
In addition, the online appointment booking makes it so easy.  I wouldn't go 
anywhere else!

S.L. 5

Great Clinic Dr. Thomm is a very skilled chiropractor, but also an excellent physician. She pays 
attention to her clients and understands them both physically and emotionally, often 
identifying underlying causes of stress before the patient becomes aware of it. I threw 
out my back the other day, and I was actually kind of happy because I got to go see 
her. That's just how good she is.

Jennifer 5



Always fixes me!!! I have been seeing Maureen off and on since 2008. I live a very active lifestyle and 
manage to take a tumble atleast once a year.  Whether it be via bicycle or snowboard, 
Maureen always gets me straitened out and I am always grateful. Shes the only 
chiroprator in the Denver area I am able to recommend!

Amanda 5

Thank you Dr. Thomm! I would highly recommend Colorado Spine and Sport. Dr. Maureen Thomm has done 
an incredible job diagnosing and treating my problems. I am very grateful for the 
patience and level of care given. I live 45 minutes away and it is well worth the trip to 
be cared for by Dr. Thomm. 

Lillian 5

Excellent Service Dr. Thomm is excellent at her work and I would highly recommend anyone to go see 
her.  She is thoughtful, engaged, knowledgable, & gentle.  One treatment, and I am 
feeling better and excited to go back to her for more.  

Kelly 5

always exactly what i need Dr. Thomm is brilliantly intuitive, a great listener and educator, and very thorough!  I 
always feel like I get exactly the treatment I need and my body is grateful. 

Michelle 5

Great service and doctor I was extremely happy with how my first visit went, and doctor Rodgers is excellent! 
He explained everything well and has me on a path to fixing my lower back pain.

Phoenix 5

Tin Man I am a BMX rider and struggle to find PT programs that really help what I do.  Dr. 
Rodgers went above and beyond to create new flexibility workouts that catered to my 
specific needs and within a few weeks of PT with him (after spending 4 months in PT 
at a larger hospital post brostrom and scope surgery with no change) I gained 15 
degrees of movement and can finally ride again.  I would recommend him to anyone 
who is considering surgery or struggling to find relief.  Thanks CSS!!!!!

Derek 5

Lower back pain I know better than to lift anything too heavy, but there I go again. Dr. Rodgers always 
gets me straightened out in one visit if I don't wait too long.
He's very good at making me feel comfortable and always explains what he's doing.
He also goes over various exercises that I should be doing. Key words, should be 
doing!
Very professional and a kind soft spoken person. 

Diane 5

LOVE CO Spine & Sport My kids (7 y.o. & 8 y.o.) & I see Dr. Thomm at CO Spine & Sport, & have for almost 7 
years! We are healthier & far less creakier as a result.  I highly recommend 
chiropractic care by Dr. Thomm for injuries, growing pains & general well-being. :)

Melinda 5



Long term customer Jeremy is a very good chiropractor.  His understanding of the mechanics involved, and 
how to get you back going again quickly is amazing.

I whole-heartedly recommend Jeremy.

Michael 5

finally received a diagnosis Jeremy Rodgers was able to identify that I had a stress fracture in my foot and that I 
had a tendinitis issue as well

Christine 4

If I knew then, what I know 
now

Life teaches a lot of lessons and one that I learned after 18 months with Dr. Rodgers is 
that I should have focused more on my spine health 20 years ago. Doing so may have 
prevented back surgery. Regardless, better late than never.  Thanks to Dr. Rodgers' 
regular treatments, my neck, back, hip are greatly improved.  

Jim 5

Pros or not pros we all need 
2stay Healthy.

I've been seeing Jeremy Rodgers since 2007, and I've never been disappointed. He is 
not only a great chiropractor, but a very knowledgeable running/biomechanics 
analyzer and helped me over the years to stay healthy and in tip top shape. 
#YourBodyIsYourTemple #ThankYou

Adriana 5

Maureen is GREAT Maureen always listens to my concerns, I am never hurried and I always feel better 
once I leave my appointment.   She is always right on with my treatment.   If you 
want your chronic pain taken care of see Maureen.

Kathy 5

fantastic relief! Dr Thomm has been my entire families chiropractor for years.  She is not only talented 
in her field,she is intuitively gifted, compassionate and goes above and beyond for her 
clients.  I have referred many family and friends over the years and every person has 
said the same thing about her.  I appreciate that her approach is one of self 
empowerment.  After she treats a patient, she teaches techniques to maintain a 
healthy alignment.  It's wonderful to have such complete trust in your doctor!

Susanne 5

Highly recommend. I recently moved here from out of state and found the Colorado Spine and Sport from 
my daughter.  I needed an adjustment and called to schedule.   The receptionist was 
great to work with and Dr. Maureen Thomm took her time and did an excellent 
adjustment.   I was feeling better when I walked out.   I would recommend her and 
the clinic.   All were friendly and helpful. 

A.J. 5

Expert care Jeremy's chiropractic care and expertise in rehab, especially for physically active 
people, has helped me tremendously to get back to business and play several times 
over the years. Thanks!

Markus 5



Great Practitioner! I love going Maureen Thomm! She is incredible at what she does! Very intuitive and 
really spends the time to get at the root of your ailment! I have always felt that she is 
not only very knowledgeable, but a really great person as well! Thank you Maureen 
for taking such great care of me!

Jan 5

Great chiropractor Fixed my back in just a few visits. Excellent service. Had chronic lower back pain for a 
few years and now it it no more!

P.T. 5

Specific knowledge of my 
condition was excellent

As an athlete my demands are high - I want a very good diagnosis and clear protocols 
to follow for 100% recovery.  Dr Rodgers has specific experience of my condition and 
this yielded an excellent result.

Buzz 5

I drive 50 miles to this clinic 
simply because it's the best

I've been coming to Colorado Spine and Sport for about 6 years now and have 
absolutely no interest in looking for a chiropractor elsewhere. Dr. Jeremy Rodgers 
holds the long-term wellness of his patients as his first priority and the office staff are 
always genuine. I highly recommend this clinic.

Tom 5

Adjustment Reversal I've graduated to 1 adjustment per month, down from 1 per week.  I've been able to 
work in my garden again without major back pain.  Thank you Dr.  Thomm.

Nancy 5

Great! Dr Thomm has seen me through 2 pregnancies! I have been so pleased with the relief 
I have gotten that I refer everyone I know to her! 

Dawn 5

always a positive experience Dr Thomm has been working with me for 11 years, and I completely believe in the 
work that she and Dr Rodgers do!  I refer lots of people to the practice.  

Michelle 5

Excellent!!! Front desk staff is always so helpful and pleasant. All the doctors, physical therapist 
and the rest of the medical staff are professional, friendly, efficient and thorough. It's 
been a pleasure being treated at Colorado Spine and Sport.

Lydia 5

Dr Rodgers is Great Easy to schedule online. Easy check in. Great staff (Front Desk and Dr. Rodgers). 
Highly recommend CO S &S. They help me keep my lower back unlocked and moving 
how it should.

Adam 5

What a difference I scheduled a massage with Dana due to my body reacting to too much weeding.  She 
helped immensely.  I felt like a new person.  I'll be back Dana.  Thanks.

Nancy 5

Great first impression I've had 2 chiropractic sessions with Maureen so far and they've both been great. She 
is amazing to work with and provides a lot of insight on how each treatment method 
will help manage my pain. Front desk staff is amazing as well. They took care of all 
my scheduling needs and found times that work best for me. I look forward to my 
future visits.

A.J. 5

Rib Injury Came in and  saw Jeremy, did some ultra sound, popped my ribs back in place, well on 
my way to recovery.  Thanks, would highly recommend.

David 5



Great Care! Jeremy has gotten me back on track for years.  I FINALLY am seeing him proactively 
rather than waiting for my lower back to give out... and it's working!

Anne 5

First exam Great first exam  - very helpful on diagnosing my condition and providing helpful 
guidance to me.  Highly recommended to new patients looking for a providerw.

Darren 5

Help with training I have been so fortunate to find this place.
I have been to other sport chiropractors, I am being helped with my chronic back pain 
and heel pain.  They give you exercises to get better, not put a band aid on the 
problem.  This place keeps me training and running for my marathon!

Julie 5

No more pain Dr. Thomm treated me for leg pain caused due to a pinched nerve due to a herniated 
disc. She uses a conservative and consistent approach and I'm happy to report that 
the treatment worked and I'm finally pain free! Thank you, Dr. Thomm! I highly 
recommend Dr. Thomm and the excellent team at Colorado Spine and Sport.

A.J. 5

Problem solved  Jeremy Rodgers has been treating me for years.  Because of him I am able to  live a 
pain free life.  Thanks Jeremy!!!

Peter 5

Highly recommended Dr, Jeremy spent all necessary time to diagnose my problem and to understand my 
concerns.
Very knowledgeable and kind, he explained to me in plain English his findings and 
treatment. 

Jorge 5

Awesome I've had lots of Chiropractors and he's the best by far.  I would recommend him to 
anyone who is looking for a good health care provider.  

Kelly 5

Christi is amazing I have had lower back problems for 7 years with a handful of surgical procedures with 
little relief.

Dry needling with Christi is the only thing that relaxes the muscles in my back and 
shoulders. 

She is friendly, informative, and cares which is refreshing in the medical field. I highly 
recommend her.

Andrew 5

Adjustment I've been going to Colorado Spine and Sport for years and they always get me back on 
track. They are very knowledgeable and they pass that knowledge to me so I'm not 
coming in every week. 

Eric 5

Just do it! It took me 15 years to realize that I needed monthly adjustments to keep me on 
track.  I would much rather come to Colorado Spine and Sport regularly than only 
when I am in pain!  Jeremy, his staff and their new place are awesome!

Anne 5



Trigger Point Dry Needling 
Really Works!

I am one of those skeptics. I always doubt that anything new works. But after 
suffering for three weeks worth of sleepless nights from Delayed Onset Muscle 
Soreness (DOMS) I gave into my wife's nagging and went to see Maureen (a 
Chiropractor with Colorado Spine and Sport) who  recommended trigger point dry 
needling with Christy. It worked! I can't believe it, the next day the sharp pain 
between my shoulder blade and neck was finally gone. It's been two weeks and it's 
still gone. Thank God!

Eric 5

Orthotics Our daughter is in soccer, basketball, and track. Dr Rodgers treatment approach for 
knee and hip pain was extremely successful and informational! 

Michaela 5

physical therapy and 
chiropractic treatment

This office has the most knowledgeable caregivers you can get, outside of a University 
setting. Dr. Thomm diagnosed and treated structural abnormalities that at least 3 
orthopedic surgeons missed. Christy Kohler has been painstakingly helping me rehab 
my partial knee replacement, identifying specific muscles and securing my knee for 
days I don't even see her. I can't say enough positive things about this group.

Jeanette 5

excellent. helpful. Dr Maureen Thomm has knowledge & insight beyond Chiropractic. After 
'straightening me out', she's attended to other stress related issues I didnt even know 
I had. I ALWAYS feel better when I leave. She doesnt have me return unless I need it! 
I have new issues w my shoulder & she's worked on that too, but soon enough, 
referred me to Christy to check it out. The Admin Peple here - Deb & Kristen - have 
helped tremendously too. Friendly, professional, knowledgeable. SO GLAD I FOUND 
THEM

LEE 5

Feeling better after all my 
crashes

I met Jeremy back when racing with the Trek team. racing downhill, 4X and dual 
slalom. Having multiple crashes on the bicycle, cars and dirt bikes Jeremy was able to 
get me back together. And more importantly giving me the proper tools to keep 
myself in order, the right exercises to do, the right stretches to do for better spinal 
health.  Thanks Jeremy!

Clay 5

Dr. Jeremy Rodgers - 
Tremendous work on my hip 
pain

I am an artist who is often standing and working on my art. I had developed some 
really painful areas in my hips and legs. Jeremy has worked very successfully on these 
areas and I highly recommend him! He is extremely knowledgeable and very kind and 
gentle when working on my pain. My areas of concern are improving greatly with 
each session. I consider myself very lucky to have found such an amazing Doctor.

Terry 5

Consultation and treatment is 
always right on!!!

Dr. Rodgers is my go-to for clear, honest, knowledgeable evaluations and treatment 
recommendations for any sports injury or pain.

B.A. 5



Jeremy Rodgers is the Best Jeremy is an excellent and caring chiropractor and all around physical care specialist. 
He has helped me with a number of ailments which are now pretty much under 
control.

Mark 5

Top notch facility for taking 
care of the whole body

I was impressed with this professional, full-service facility with chiropractic, physical 
therapy and medical.  The staff is very friendly and their evaluations are very 
comprehensive with and up-front treatment plan.  All of the costs were laid out very 
clearly.  Looking forward to my next visit!

T.F. 5

Feel good I recently had such bad back pain I couldn't stand up straight.  Dr. Thomm worked her 
magic and it's now much better.  I highly recommend  Dr.  Thomm . Your body will 
thank you.

Nancy 5

First Impressions i was very impressed with first visit. Jeremy struck me as extremely knowledgeable 
and caring. he seemed more interested in straightening my neck and back than his 
pocketbook.   i also felt 100 percent better after leaving. 

Lydia 5

Very efficient and effective I went to see Jeremy because I could not figure out if I had torn muscle or done 
something else. Jeremy figured out very quickly what I had done and explained a 
whole plan to get me back out there. This was an injury that could have lingered for 
months but I should now be fine in a week.

Jason 5

Relief and improved 
flexibility

I visited Jeremy to get treatment for a sore and tight upper back / neck that had 
bothered me for a couple weeks. He tested flexibility and located the source of my 
issue. He treated me with heat, a couple adjustments, and instructed me on stretches 
to improve my condition. I went home feeling relief and improved flexibility. 

Chris 5

Highly Recommended The staff is very friendly and courteous. A pleasure to work with. Dr. Thomm is 
extremely knowledgeable and was able to diagnose and treat back issues that I had 
been suffering from for some time. I am now mostly pain free am benefiting from the 
associated exercises and periodic check ups. 

Anonymous 5

They're great! I visit Dr. Thomm and she's wonderful. The staff is very helpful. 
After a few months of regular visits, my back is better than it's been in years. 

These guys are the real deal. 

Daniel 5

super! i've met with jeremy, christy, and victoria and have nothing but good things to say. 
jeremy quickly diagnosed my situation and referred me to christy, who provided great 
care and helpful feedback to get me back out and running quickly. i just had a 
massage w/ victoria, who was very mellow and effective! deb and the office staff are 
very relaxing and helpful too.

j 5



Great doc Jeremy is an excellent sports doc I've used him many times with great results. What's 
really nice is not having to wait a month to get in like other docs can be so you can talk 
and see him on a regular basis to tackle your problem 

P.R. 5

Christy Kohler fixed my 
plantar faciitis!!!

I am very grateful to Christy Kohler, PT, for fixing my plantar faciitis which had been 
tormenting me for 5 months (and many visits to a different PT). It took about 2 
months of dry needling, stretching, exercises, ultrasound and manipulation but the 
result seems miraculous. She is very knowledgeable, thorough and has a great table-
side manner. The whole office is very calm and well-run. 
I would definitely recommend Christy.

Jim 5

CPAP mask & neck muscle 
spasm

When one of the muscles in the deeper regions of my neck, I recognized that it began 
when I changed pillows, but once the spasm started, nothing relieved it for more than 
a short time.  In the initial workup, Dr. Rogers recognized that the CPAP mask strap 
was stressing that muscle and suggested a simple remedy that worked:  putting a 
cutout piece of rubber from a mouse pad to cushion that region!!!  Thanks!!! 

Philip 5

Excellent Rehabilitation I am an orthopaedic surgeon and saw Dr. Rodgers for my recent shoulder separation 
sustained during a skiing injury.  He was extremely knowledgeable in shoulder 
anatomy and the latest rehabilitation protocols for AC injuries.  Staff is very friendly 
and facility overall is excellent.   My only regret is that I will not be able to follow 
through with him, as I do not live in the area, but he set me on a good track.  

G.M. 5

Jeremy is exceptionally 
talented

He has treated me for a number of injuries over the years and I have never 
encountered anyone as skilled at diagnosing and treating athletic injuries. 

Jon 5

Excellent care I am always amazed at how quickly I feel the positive affects of Dr. Thomm's care.  
She is so skilled at her practice.

Sue 5

Experience and Expertise Dr Rodgers has extensive experience in sports related injuries, and he can do X-Rays in-
house or prescribe MRI's, enabling him to make an accurate diagnosis, which really 
helps. The diagnosis is followed by a treatment protocol and prognosis, again, both 
based on probably having seen the same condition numerous times previously.  

Buzz 5

Awesome, Helpful, Friendly, 
and Thorough

Amazing, helpful staff.   Dr. Rodgers is easy to work with and is excellent at explaining 
everything he is looking at and training and rehabilitation exercises.  I have already 
recommended Colorado Spine and Sport to numerous friends, family, and fellow 
athletes. 

Kim 5



Fantastic Folks and Great 
Results

Dr. Rodgers and his entire staff ROCK!  Every time I go in and see him, he is 
professional, warm, personable, and helpful.  He takes the time to explain what's 
going on and how to get better.  I highly recommend CSS to anyone looking for 
chiropractic services! 

Ken 5

Great for Athletes Dr. Rodgers has helped me keep me running and skiing at a high level for years. He 
understands the needs of athletes and provides great treatment!

Adam 5

Worth the drive! I have been to several chiropractors over the years and always end up coming back to 
Dr. Rodgers despite the longer drive for me. His attention to detail and professionalism 
are hard to beat. He has helped me stay healthy and active despite my back issues. 
He takes the time to help you understand what is going on and how to make it better. 
The office staff are always warm, helpful and friendly as well. 

LP 5

leg problem My left leg had been painful for many years and no one could seem to fix the 
problem.  The pain would keep me up at night and I could not get in any comfortable 
position.

Maureen took the time to figure out the problem and gave me a great treatment 
plan.  I am almost pain free and it is a life changer.  I had to stop my daily walking with 
my dog as well as ballet and other activities.   She is a marvel and I feel blessed to 
have found such a warm and healing place with top notch staff.

Pamela 5

Spends the time I like that Jeremy spent the time to understand my chief complaint and did not just 
form an opinion from xrays. He took the time to explain what was happening to me in 
terms I could understand and clearly laid out my options. I appreciate that he took this 
time where many other appointments you feel rushed and or Doctors do not take the 
time to explain what is happening. Very friendly and welcoming. 

David 5

Great team focused on 
results

I've been thrilled with the service I've received here.  Dr. Thomm came up with a plan 
for me that is working - her goal is to get me out of there, which is helped by the fact 
that she talks to Christy (PT) and Victoria (massage/soft-issue work).  When there is 
legit collaboration, patients usually get better quicker, and unlike other businesses I've 
been to in the past, the teamwork here is really appreciated.  They know me, what the 
treatment course is, and how to get me well.  Good people.

Adam 5

Jeremy is great When I play too hard and hurt my ankle, back, neck... Jeremy always gets me back to 
normal quickly. Easy to find office just off Hwy 36 and easy to use online appt booking 
system. 

Lowrey 5



Profressional I've been battling some lower back tightness for a while and Victoria was very 
knowledgeable and was able to help me out.

Brian 5

Arm...this time Have seen Jeremy Rogers several times throughout the years (regarding various 
injuries) and he has been a great help in diagnosing and offering a good recovery plan.

Justin 5

Can walk, golf and ride again For nearly two years, I had difficulty even walking, and was convinced that I never 
would the same again.  I tried everything, but nothing was working, so as a last resort, 
I contacted Colorado Spine and Sport, even though I was skeptical of the chiropractic 
possibilities.  How wrong was I!?  After two visits and adjustments with Maureen, the 
pain level decreased by at least 50%.  Then after two more, I was walking and golfing 
almost completely pain free.  She's made me a new and happy man.

Chris 5

Low back pain Dr.  Thomm was great explaining my low back issue to me and helped me feel better 
within the first visit. 

A.D. 5

Dr. Jeremy Rodgers Dr. Rodgers is very intelligent and incredibly helpful.  He has helped multiple member 
of my family and we all trust him.  A few years back he helped me get off crutches 
and back to running in just a matter of weeks!  As an athlete, I think it is important to 
see someone who understands my high intensity of training and activity.  I would 
strongly recommend Dr. Rodgers and his entire clinic. 

Lauren 5

Great Results I had lower back and neck problems that were causing numbness to shoot down my 
right arm into my fingers.  Dr. Rodgers worked with me to alleviate the numbness.  
Part of the reason for this was where my CPAP was hitting on my neck.  The 
adjustments and the other recommendations he made were spot on.  He and his staff 
are exactly what I needed and I highly recommend them.

Shannon 5

First visit Met Dr. Thomm.  Very thorough first exam followed by adjustment.  Woke up next 
morning feeling better than I have in over a month!  Looking forward to next visit.

J.S. 5

Fantastic Have been seeing Dr. Christy Kohler for PT on my foot and ankle. Best PT I've ever 
had. Victoria Kingsbury, massage therapist, is also great. I highly recommend them 
both. Finally, the office staff is terrific. 

M.M. 5

Highly recommend! 
Effective!

I have been receiving maintenance chiropractic care (every 8 weeks) and am highly 
pleased with the adjustments from Dr. Maureen Thomm. She is skilled, 
knowledgeable, and I am always pleased with the results (no pain, less tension, more 
mobility!) from the treatment plan she has built for me. 

B.K. 5



Mrs. I have been going to see Maureen for a number of years on an  "as needed"  basis.  
She is always tuned into my particular issue and provides me with appropriate 
assessment and follow up needs.  The staff is very accommodating and try to 
schedule me as soon as possible and are very timely in sending an e-mail reminder.  
Their new location is fabulous.

Betty 5

Jeremy Rodgers will fix you! Jeremy has taken care of all of my running issues over the years.  In the past, it had 
taken me months to recover with physical therapists.  That was until I discovered the 
wisdom of Jeremy Rodgers.  You must check him out.  I can now enjoy carefree 
running, thanks to Jeremy.  His new office on McCaslin is really nice as well.  Don't 
forget to check out Christy Kohler for dry needling. She has helped me so much. 
Finally, you can book appointments online 24/7 on their spectacular website.

Dan 5

Fabulous place to heal I started seeing Dr. Thomm about shoulder tightness and pain while cycling. She 
listened carefully, was honestly interested in me, and fixed me right up. 
Sadly, in July, I had a serious bike accident that resulted in major shoulder surgery. 
Christy, the wonder therapist, has since taken care of my rehab needs. She 
masterfully walks the line between gentle and tough and has me well on my way to 
recovery.
The office has a culture of kindness. Jan, at the front desk, is the nicest person ever.

L.M. 5

Jeremy Rodgers went to 
Hogwarts

While he doesn't use a wand, he does many wizard like things.  For example, he will 
very accurately predict how much the pain/discomfort will decrease over time.  He 
also always seems to know the correct treatment.  Before seeing Jeremy, I was 
skeptical of chiropractors in general, but after his work with me on several different 
issues, I am a convert.  

K.L. 5

Always a positive visit Dr. Maureen is not only an excellent chiropractor that truly wants to help you feel your 
best, she also genuinely cares about you on a personal level. She always makes you 
feel welcome and never fails to ask about my family and what all we're doing. Their 
office space is also very comfortable and the staff is wonderful! 

K.O. 5

Excellence Dr. Rogers and staff are wonderful caring, considerate and strive for excellence in 
every way. I have been seeing Dr. Rogers for many years for my cronic lumbar & 
cervical spine issues. His treatments have prevented major flare ups and other 
complications.

Debbie 5



Best of the best Dr. Rodgers' knowledge and practice have made such a difference in my lifestyle, 
after solving my back and knee issues.  I'm able to do all the physical activities I want 
again, without pain and long recovery times.

If you're having any back or joint issues, you owe it to yourself to get his diagnosis and 
treatment plan.  Don't suffer any longer!

Jeff 5

Immediate relief After recently missing my regular maintenance appointment due to an unexpected 
trip to Sydney, I got an appointment with Dr. Rodgers upon my return. Thirty-six hours 
in an airplane seat over two weeks had been brutal on my shoulders and lower back. 
Dr. Rodgers had me feeling much better almost immediately.  

Jim 5

Colorado Spine and Sport is 
the Best

I've been seeing Dr. Christy Kohler, PT for residual issues for an accident 11 years ago.  
I had been having problems with knees, feet, and back for years and been told by 
doctors just to not run or kneel.  Christy is helping me get back to an active my life and 
helping me feel great.  I didn't know a thing about dry needling but it has made a huge 
difference.  Thanks for being there for me.

E.S. 5

Colorado Spine and Sport is 
top notch

I have been going to Jeremy Rogers for many years and he is a true medical 
professional who not only helps with pain reduction but educates me on how my body 
is working and how to prevent future issues with my neck.  I highly recommend him 
and the rest of the CS&S to anyone with neck and back issues.

Peter 4

Excellent P.T. and Chiro 
practice.

Jeremy Rogers has been very helpful any time my husband and I have had P.T. 
issues, mostly sports related.  His practice is very professional and his knowledge base 
seems quite broad.  We trust him to address issues efficiently yet thoroughly while 
explaining everything in a  succinct, clear manner.  Highly recommend for chiropractic 
adjustments and physical therapy.  Massage therapy is available and appointments 
are easy to make.

T.L. 5

Excellent Insightful and experienced diagnosis and treatment from Dr Rodgers. The cost is 
extremely low compared with allopathic medicine, while the results are higher.

Buzz 5

Alway's informational with 
great results

Dr. Rodgers will always take time to explain the details. I seem to ask a lot of 
questions and he certainly explains what's going on, I appreciate that. I like to know 
what's going on with my body.

SNL 5

Late to my appointment 
more than once

Jeremy and Christie are knowledgeable and helpful.  Unfortunately, both have been 
late to more than one appointment.  In addition, they have confused my treatment 
with another patient's and I was the one who discovered the error.

No 2



Dr. Thomm After going to several doctors and physical therapy programs I still had a lot of back 
pain.  Dr. Thomm explained to me why I was having back pain and started a 
treatment program.  I am feeling so much better.  I am able to go through my day and 
do the things I used to do before the accident.  Thank you Dr. Thomm

L.K. 5

Great Service I go to CS&S for both PT and chiropractic care. Kristy had been able to help me make 
significant progress with my chronic hip pain via dry needling snd exercise. She is very 
knowledgeable and a pleasure to be around. Jeremy (chiropractor) is very well 
educated in all areas physical health, not just chiropractic. He is truly concerned about 
healing his patients, but just making money. He is always thinking about solutions that 
could help, even if they are outside his practice. I highly recommend!

J.Z. 5

Excellent care! Highly recommend Dr. Rodgers. Saw me on emergency basis while we were visiting 
area. Extremely thorough, knowledgeable, personable and caring. Five stars!!

Fritzie 5

60 min massage I received a gift certificate for a massage with Victoria. She was professional and 
asked the right questions. My massage was amazing! She did such a great job 
applying the perfect amount of pressure (and I usually like deep tissue). I will 
definitely be back. Thanks again Victoria!

Hannah 5

great chiropractor; excellent 
body knowledge and 
suggestions

Jeremy is a great chiropractor and really understands body mechanics. He also offers 
great suggestions for altitude issues. We've been going to him for years. 

Angela 5

Great experience Christy Kohler, DPT is sharp, obviously experienced, and does a brilliant job sharing her 
thought process.

Robert 5

So pleased! I have an acute debilitating pain in my L3 & L4 periodically.  With every attack, I see 
Jeremy Rogers and he informs me of the cause of my pain, reminds me how to keep it 
at bay and gives me just the right amount of appointments to see that the pain does 
not return.  Initially, in 2014, I saw him for my low back but in the process he identified 
that my hips were out of alignment and consequently fixed my 20 year old knee 
problem.  He is the first Chiro to get results for the long term!

Jackie 5

Thanks Had a great appointment with Jeremy Rodgers.  He provided lots of additional 
information that will help us navigate doctors, insurance, etc.  Thank you!

Harry 5



Thank you! Dr. Rodgers guided and helped me heal from an auto accident. He is an extraordinary 
chiropractor, and, very talented in guiding throughout the challenging process of 
making sure we took care of everything that mattered in relationship to my auto 
accident. He offered exceptional referrals including medical doctors, MRI, lawyer, and 
many others that I used throughout my healing process and my auto accident claim 
process. He truly is a top expert in his field.

I would highly recommend him!

Andrew 5

Everything you need under 
one roof

I've been seeing Jeremy for over 10 years for running-related injury treatment and 
general maintenance. Top notch service for everything from diagnosis, Chiro 
adjustments, physical therapy, dry needling, ultrasound, you name it. Highly 
recommended. 

Galen 5

The best of the best Jeremy is truly the best out there!
His knowledge and professionalism is unparalleled.  I recommend him to many of my 
patients, and as a patient and the father of a patient, I have seen him treat many 
different injuries with consistent excellence.

Tom 5

Best care ever! Repeat visit when back in town. Doc was amazing again .... wish I could take him to 
my town! Highest quality care!

Fritzie 5

Best place to get physical 
therapy

If your not going here for your physical therapy I don't know what your doing.  They 
care for their patients like no other place. 

J.B. 5

Very thorough, great care. Went to Colorado Spine and Sport after a car accident. Dr Rodgers did a great job 
documenting the entire process and explaining everything along the way. Awesome 
care and treatment. 

Shane 5

Always excellent service and 
great outcomes

Jeremy and his team are the best informed I've ever come across, quickly and 
accurately identify the problem, and the treatment works! Many thanks to them all.

Julian 5

Great visit Dr. Rodgers is extremely skilled and I believe that his work is going to extend my 
ability to run trails by many years.  Thank you!

Harry 5

Best Physical Therapy I have 
had.

I highly recommend Colorado Spine and Sport. Dr. Rogers is a highly skilled therapist. I 
am extremely happy with the results. Thank you!

Matt 5



Highest Chiropractic care and 
Physical Therapy

I went to Dr Rogers after having a complicated and problematic injuries that resulted 
from being struck by a car while out running. From the start I had a good feeling given 
his sports background. Knowing he would understand the urgency to return my prior 
life of being active. His diagnosis and understanding of the body mechanics aided 
greatly to pinpointing difficult  problems. The way that he breaks down the problems 
with a cause and effect showcase his logic and vast experience.

Darren 5

Best Chiropractor Initial exam by Dr. Rodgers was very thorough and informative. He actually asked 
how the accident happened and how I was sitting and my trajectory during the 
accident.  Nobody else in the MD or PT world did.  I don't believe in chiropractors and 
he was a last-ditch effort.  I felt good after the first adjustment.  I'm now optimistic 
and hoping for the best.  I will update next week.   

Milena 5

The Best for Sports Injuries Always go here first, and go immediately after an injury - waiting is not helpful.  Dr 
Rodgers can diagnose (including visual ultrasound) and treat from a large technical 
knowledge base and experience with sports injuries. If it's a major injury, he will refer 
you to the best surgeon for your specific situation.

Buzz 5

Mrs I have always had outstanding and professional care at Colorado Spine.  Maureen is 
very tuned in to my areas of discomfort and manages to provide much appreciated 
relieve

Betty 5

Outstanding Jerem is an outstanding chiropractor.  He consistently strives to heal me as quickly as 
possible.  His diagnoses and adjustments are spot on and he suggests simple exercises 
to prevent relapses. 

Dave 5

Great experience - one 
recommendation

Really liked everything (staff, process, communication, scheduling) and would 
recommend to others. One area of improvement would be for their paperwork to be 
electronic instead of emailing forms and expecting people to print, fill out at home and 
bring in. Just too manual and a pain for the customer in this day and age.

B.R. 4

A chiropractor you can trust! Jeremy Rogers has been my chiropractor for more than 5 years.  He is fantastic!  He 
provides quick efficient and effective care.  He also takes the time to share self care 
tips to keep you healthy.  He is an athlete and respects the Boulder lifestyle and takes 
the time to know and understand his patients.

A.O. 5

Terrific, well-rounded 
expereience

I recently trained for what was, for me, an aggressive physical undertaking.  My 
primary objective was to train as thoroughly as possible without injuring myself.  
Dr. Rodgers was a tremendous help, providing insight and coaching on healthy 
behaviors.  My 108-mile trek went off without a hitch and I'll be forever grateful! 

Mark 5



Excellent treatment plan by 
Dr. Rodgers

After sustaining a lower lumbar problem due to overtraining, Dr. Rodgers worked with 
me on physical therapy exercises and a workout plan that would help me to heal. 
Over the course of a couple months, my back feels great and I am so much smarter 
about how to avoid problems in the future. He listened to my concerns and was very 
thorough in designing the right plan for me and my situation.

S.B. 5

Shoulder, Back and neck I've been going to Dr. Jeremy Rodgers for several years and he is my go to for pretty 
much anything. He is extremely knowledgeable, takes the time to explain in great 
detail and will point you in the right direction. His staff is always personable and the 
service is timely and efficient. I will always seek his professional advice prior to any 
musculoskeletal concerns.

S.L. 5

The only PT that's helped! After three different PTs that were unable to work with an issue with my Peroneal 
Tendon, Dr. Rodgers was the only one to provide a clear, effective treatment program.  
Appointments are efficient, treatment protocol options are clearly explained, and most 
importantly, he was the ONLY PT of the 3 I've seen in Boulder that clearly understood 
the problem, made accurate notes on my case, and reviewed them prior to our 
session. 

I would strongly recommend his services!

Lauren 5

Great experience - one 
recommendation

Awesome therapist
Nice front desk
Good location
Would like to be able to schedule and see my bills online

B.R. 4

couldn't find it they moved, and I was not able to find the new location in time to get to my 
appointment. I was late, and they couldn't re-schedule my appointment that day, so I 
was unable to see anyone. 

S.H. 1

Believer in Chiropractic Care I have been going to Dr. Jeremy for 10+ years.    I'm a believer in the benefits of 
chiropractic care and have incorporated it into my monthly wellness plan for 
maintaining optimum health.  I started chiropractic care when I had terrible sciatic 
nerve pain.  Once that was corrected, I have return every 4 weeks for maintenance 
adjustments.  I've been pain free for years!  Dr. Jeremy is so knowledgeable and 
provides a variety of therapies in a one-stop, comfortable and convenient location.

L.C. 5

Awesome chriopractor I was referred to this practice by my spine doctor and have not been disappointed! Dr 
Thomm is more knowledgeable than other chiropractors I've been to. She really 
listens and adjusts her techniques based on your feedback and what's effective for 
you. 

Anya 5



Excellent Care Dr. Rodgers is exceptional at chiropractic and sports medicine.  He has treated me and 
my family for numerous injuries.  He is spot on with diagnosing our ailments and 
knows exactly which treatments are needed.   He is also connected with a network of 
top specialists whom he has referred us to in the past.  We are grateful for his care so 
we are able to continue our active lifestyles.

Beth 5

Great customer experience 
and great healing

I've been to Colorado Spine and Sport for a couple nagging issues, lower back and 
shoulder injuries. They have been able super flexible for timing, very friendly and have 
a plan across Physical Therapy and Chiropractor to help me get well faster. 

Matthew 5

Best PT/Chiro Office Around Simply the best providers of physical therapy and chiropractic care around! Truly take 
the time to listen and examine and treat your personal condition. They all know their 
stuff. The office staff is amazing as well! In today's world of medical and insurance 
craziness, they really go above and beyond what any other providers would 
do. If you really want to get to the root of your problem and feel better faster, here is 
the place come! As I said, simply the best!

Deb 5

Excellent Results I have been to see Dr Maureen Thomm in prep for a VBAC delivery, which was 
successful, and for a recovery from a lower back injury and she was great. In just a 
couple of visits I began to feel much better.
I have also seen Christy Kohler, PT,  in the practice and she has been really helpful in 
offering tools to gain strength and specific tips on how to improve form.
Office Staff is very helpful.

K.H. 5

Very Impressed My husband and I are both patients here. I see Dr. Thomm, whom I absolutely adore. 
She has gone above and beyond for me in more ways than one, even when she didn't 
have to. Including calling me on a weekend...Wow. Her work is great, and she really 
takes the time to listen to your concerns. 
My husband sees Dr. Rodgers and he is very pleased with his care as well. He's 
recovering well from a foot injury, and learning things to help him along the way. We 
both plan to be life long patients. :)

Nicole 5

Truly 5* I have been seeing Dr Rodgers for several years now. I have recommended him to 
many of my friends and families. For any problems with injuries, joints or bones I 
would first consult him so that you have the full understanding of the problem before 
consulting with Orthopedics. 

MKT 5



Complete Satisfaction I have been coming to CS&S for close to 15 years and am very happy with the results.  
Dr. Rodgers is the consummate professional and has keep me pain free for years.  He 
is in tune with every aspect of my physical health and has consistently offered good 
advice on staying healthy.  I would recommend him and CS&S to anyone in need of 
Chiropractic services. 

Peter 5

Feel Much Better! I needed to have treatment for a severely sore and stiff neck.  I was able to make a 
same day appointment.  24 hours later I feel SO MUCH BETTER!

sam 5

Neck Pain I'm an artist and have been working on a large body of work and my neck was killing 
me! Dr. Rodgers is in the process of making my neck pain go away...he's amazing!

Terry 5

Excellent care, friendly staff Dr. Maureen care about how I am doing, has informative answers to my questions, 
and knows her field. 

Jennifer 5

Back to playing Pickleball 
without pain!

After being sent home with a few knee exercises from an orthopedic surgeon and no 
improvement in pain, I took a friend's advice and went to CO Spine and Sport.  The 
team is extremely knowledgeable and professional.  They correctly diagnosed the 
problem and through special techniques such as needling, cupping and massage, 
along with an exercise routine that strengthened my knee, they were able to set me 
on the path to pain-free movement!  I highly recommend this wonderful group.

Suzanne 5

Jeremy knows his stuff! I have seen Jeremy Rodgers for several years now after a referral from a running 
community participant.  For the same nagging issue, I will do silly movements that 
places me as a 9-10 on the pain scale and within 3-5 visits, Jeremy has me back to 
100%.  Jeremy has also prescribed reasonable exercises that keeps me healthy!
Thank you Jeremy!

Jackie 5

Dr. Rodgers helps keep me 
moving!

I've been in Dr. Rodgers care for several years and continue to be impressed by his 
insightful knowledge. I originally went to Colorado Spine and Sport for what I thought 
was a back issue that turned out to be a hip problem. With regular treatments and a 
home exercise program, the issue is under control. Recently, shoulder and neck 
tightness was traced to a bad bike set-up. Dr. Rodgers did a bike fit for me and all is 
good. I'm 65 and greatly appreciate Dr. Rodgers' efforts to keep me moving.   

Jim 5



A+ Highly Recommended Both Dr. Rodgers and Christy are a great 1-2 punch. I've been to a few other places 
and this is the best holistic approach I have found. The communication within the 
office is great (from original diagnosis to on-going therapy). They know my injury and 
how to best treat it. They also want me to get better and get the heck out of there. 
They do not schedule unnecessary visits or keep you on too long. I have found this is a 
big issue with PT. They truly care about my well being and it shows!

CJ 5

always there for me I've been a patient of Dr. Maureen Thomm's for many years. I have never had a 
more caring and compassionate person to care for me. She always has time to listen 
and be a sounding board for me even when I think I might be nuts! Her skillful 
adjustments and careful attention to my special needs never fails to make me feel 
that I'm in the right place with the right provider.

Nora-Ellen 5

Always goes the extra mile! Love the work Jeremy does! 
I have a rib that goes out a few times a year and he always seems to fit me in, (even 
at the end of a long day) to get me back to comfort. 
Jeremy, through the years, has worked on my ankle, after a bad dance accident, that's 
right, dancing, when I had a bad sprain; my knee after a ski accident, my shoulder and 
my back. He is extremely knowledgeable and thorough. 
He also looks at trying to keep your costs down. 
Great Experience!

Dana 5

Always a positive experience Dr. Jeremy Rogers has been working with me for over eight years and has always 
provided excellent care for my issues. Problems ranging from simple spinal 
misalignment to nerve impingements, to bulging discs - his strategies for treatment 
have always been right on. 

L.A. 5

1st Appt I had my first appointment yesterday and could not have been more pleased with the 
attention to detail by Janice, the patient care coordinator and Jeremy Rodgers. Jeremy 
asked very specific questions regarding my injuries and set up a clear treatment 
protocol explaining the cause and treatment at each step. I have visited with a 
number of medical offices in the year since my accident and can tell that this office will 
be among the best in helping with my recovery.  

Sean 5

Recommendation I highly recommend Colorado Spine and Sport. Dr Jeremy Rodgers is extremely 
knowledgeable and professional. Dr Jeremy Rodgers knowledge runs deep and he 
knows exactly how to get your recovery started quickly. I came to him with a strained 
calf. I feel confident that my road to recovery will be quick. 
Brian

Brian 5



Amazing service to humanity I've had one appointment so far and was extremely impressed. Very upfront and does 
not waste time. I've been to a great deal of injuries in my life and this place seems 
incredible so far. 

Alan 5

Would not go back, would 
rate 0 stars if I could

I would not recommend this clinic. My appointment times were always at least 10 
minutes behind the scheduled time. If I wasn't better in a few weeks, Dr Jeremy 
recommended getting a cortisone shot. I wish I had never taken this advice. Any 
other health care providers I have seen since then have said that was not the 
appropriate route to take. The clinic I went to was Longs Peak. I ended up having to 
start physical therapy again at another clinic to fix the mistakes that occurred at this 
one. 

Anonymous 1

Fixed My Hotfoot After months of short appointments with other chiropractors, I decided it was worth 
spending a few extra dollars in hopes of seeing some real improvement.  Most 
chiropractors only schedule you for fifteen-minute appointments; however, Dr. Rogers 
schedules his patients for thirty minutes which enables him to take a more in-depth 
and comprehensive approach, determining the root cause of an issue rather than just 
treating the symptoms.  When I started seeing Dr. Rogers, I was having hot foot and 
me

Benjamin 5

Great experience with chiro 
and PT

I see Dr Maureen Thomm and Christy Kohler, the physical therapist. I am pleased with 
the care I received from both practitioners. M and C are interested in how my physical 
being is and also how life in general is going. They are concerned w/my long term 
health (and not just keeping me coming back for my copays). The front desk staff 
recognizes and greets me when I come in. I've not had any feedback from my 
insurance company, so the billing staff must know what they're doing, too.

Jennifer 5

Excellent Initial Visit Had an initial visit with Dr. Jeremy Rogers regarding running-induced cramps that were 
sever but infrequent (so, maybe hard to pin down the cause).
Dr. Rogers took the history, asked appropriate questions, examined the offending 
muscles, and finally homed in on a likely cause and suggested exercises and 
treatments to mitigate.

Stephen 5

Car accident recovery Dr. Rogers has done a great job of helping me recover from a severe car accident. I 
suffered multiple injuries and he has helped to diagnose and treat them all. He is very 
knowledgeable, explains things very well, and provides detailed recovery 
plans/treatment.

Jeffrey 5

Love Dr. Thomm Maureen Thomm is amazing.  She listens to you and gets to the root of the problem.  I 
am a repeat customer!!!

M.B. 5



The best chiropractic/PT 
office!

Jeremy Rodgers has been a life saver. I was in a car accident which caused two 
herniated disks that caused an immense amount of pain. I initially saw a different 
chiropractor at first who wasn‚Äôt helping in alleviating the pain but one visit with 
Jeremy and he referred me immediately to a psysiatrist to help manage the pain as 
well as accommodating his schedule to see me as quickly as possible. I can‚Äôt 
express enough my gratitude to Jeremy and the rest of the staff at Colorado Spine and 
Sport.

Rebecca 5

I feel like me again I have been seeing Dr. Jeremy Rodgers for the past few months and we've turned 
around my back health in a big way so that I can start to enjoy the lifestyle that I've 
been accustomed to for the past two decades.

The treatment which is a combination of adjustments coupled with exercises to 
prevent re-injury have been amazing.  So pleased.

Noah 5

Gentle treatment Jeremy always knows how to realign my body to lessen stress and strains. He 
accommodates last minute appointment requests to the best of his ability. Very caring 
doc!

Linda 5

Improved I have a back that periodically locks-up in a bad
position. One visit to Dr. Thomm and it‚Äôs much improved.  I stand straighter and 
walk better.  And the pain is gone.  Thank you Dr. Thomm.

Nancy 5

Mother Runner I am an older mom who runs ultras. I've had some issues with my lower back since I 
was pregnant with my first kiddo 5 years ago. As I've gotten back into shape and 
running, it wasn't self resolving and in fact was getting worse. Dr. Thomm diagnosed 
and is treating my problem. I am much improved, most of my discomfort is gone and 
have no doubt I will be 100% at some point in the near future. This place is great and 
has a nice whole body approach. I also like you can book online. Thank you!

C.H. 5

Traveling 45 min. just to be 
adjusted by Dr. Rogers

I have been a patient of Dr. Rogers for a few years now, and am absolutely happy 
with the service I receive. I don't feel just like another patient, but Dr. Rogers knows 
who I am, what I do, and the history of my chiropractic needs. I love being able to 
schedule an appointment online and the program he uses for it is super easy, even for 
someone as technology challenged as me. When I get there, all his office staff is 
always so friendly. I can only recommend Dr. Rogers' office. He is wonderful!

Netty 5



Efficient, high quality, 
comfortable, very 
professional

The scheduling and organization was extremely efficient and well done. There was no 
wasted energy getting everything set up. Front desk was great!

The quality of Physical Therapy is excellent. I am making fantastic progress on my Hip 
Replacement recovery in many ways because of the quality of physical therapy care I 
am receiving!

Both for Leslie and Christy are great PTs!!!

John 5

Appointment with Jeremy 
Rogers

I have seen Jeremy numerous times over the years for a wide range of sessions 
including back adjustments, running gait analysis and bike fits.  He is extremely 
thorough and puts an emphasis on either prudently continuing one's activity if injured 
or getting one back to activity as soon as reasonable.  Aside from treatment, 
prescribing specific exercises and therapy are all very thoughtfully prescribed and 
effective for getting and staying healthy.

Michael 5

Awesome I love going to Christy for physical therapy! Thank you for helping me learn 
about/treat my body better, and become stronger! I am so grateful to be able to use 
my insurance as well. Great reception always!

Rebekah 5

very worthwhile Dr Rodgers is smart, nice and talented.
He encouraged me, where others discouraged me.  I am looking forward to my next 
appointment.

phyllis 5

years of the best service I starting seeing Dr Rodgers 10 years ago, with a running injury. Since then he has 
been treating my entire family for mostly sport related injuries.  Dr Rodgers is simply 
the best at what he does.  He does not just "crack" your back!  He heals us, and 
teaches us how to prevent the injury from occurring next time.  He explains things in 
great detail, and always makes time for us.  I would recommended him over the 
many doctors that I have felt with in the past.

steve 5

Thanks for Keeping This 40-
something Active!

I‚Äôm active in Taekwondo with my two young boys. Thanks to Dr. Thomm and 
Christy Kohler, I‚Äôve overcome a hamstring injury and am addressing some painful 
overuse problems in my shoulders. Very kind, professional and effective. Highly 
recommend them!

George 5



Great doctor Dear Dr Rodgers

As usual, you are wonderful.
Thank you for deciphering the MRI report.
It was written in doctor-ese and beyond me.
Now I know my options,
without being scared of my wrist 'exploding.'

Thank you.  Thank you. 

Phyllis

phyllis 5

Great Service and Staff! I had a hip pop out of place and some hip flexor issues. After two visits and some 
chiropractic work, I am feeling 99% better. Great staff and very friendly - highly 
recommended!

Ashley 5

Dr. Rodgers gets it I'm a 65+ male that cycles 100+ miles a week during the season including lots of 
"hills". I also had back surgery a few years ago prior to finding Dr. Rodgers. As a fellow 
cyclist, Dr. Rodgers "gets it". He understands my issues and our monthly sessions 
literally enable me to continue enjoying one of my passions.

J.G. 5

Awesome team This is an awesome team to have on your side. They have been helpful at every turn. 
They have answered any questions that we have had is a simple concise way. They 
are patient, understanding and even humorous at times. 

The massage therapist and both chiropractors have been wonderful and know their 
business extremely well. The front desk is efficient, welcoming, and friendly . I would 
recommend this team to my friends.

J.S. 5

Excellent chiropractic care In less than a month Dr. Thomm has helped reduce the severe back pain I had,to 
where I can get back to doing every day things. Getting better every day.

Edward 5

Great Provider of Message, 
PT, Chiro

My family and I have been seeing Dr. Rodgers for more than 15 years, ever since I 
had a major bike-car wreck in 2002. He has repaired many major and minor sports 
injuries in about 1/2 the time of a standard practitioner. The clinic offers customer-
specific care by well qualified professionals in everything from message to PT/dry 
needling to chiro adjustment. 

There is none better in the Front Range area! I've tried a lot of them.

J.A. 5



Caring and great results I see Dr Maureen Thomm. She has a holistic approach, taking into consideration all 
medical, physical and mental issues that might impact my back pain. She takes time 
to listen, and provides suggestions outside of appointments (exercises/stretching).

S.B. 5

So helpful. You all are great. Thank you for helping me work on getting my car fixed and charging 
my phone Friday. I got it home Saturday after 3 Uber rides and a trip to the Toyota 
dealership to get batteries for my car‚Äôs monitor.  What a stressful 2 days.

Nancy 5

Caring Support I love the team at Colorado Spine & Sport as they are genuine in their approach.   I 
always feel a calm sense of professional urgency when I visit and appreciate the 
support
I‚Äôm provided.  Thank you!

Kirk 5

Needle Christy is amazing in assessment of an extensible injury and and application of dry 
needling for restoration of strength and range of motion.

Ryan 5

Great care for all ages Dr Thomm works wonders.  My daughter is a gymnast, and Dr Thomm gently gets her 
back into alignment when issues arise.  I appreciate her way with children, and with 
me!

Jennifer 5

Best Chiropractor I've ever 
been to

I'm in my sixties and have been dealing with back issues my whole adult life.  I've 
been to many chiropractors in the last forty years and Dr. Thomm is the best.

Scott 5

Great experience and great 
results

As someone who has spent ALOT of time with orthopedic and physical therapy 
specialists, I had an exemplary experience working with the team at Colorado Sport 
and Spine. After aggravating an old basketball injury, not only did I find myself in 
physical pain, but I was also feeling very concerned and anxious that I tore my ACL 
again. I called immediately on Monday morning, and Christy was able to not only get 
me scheduled quickly but worked diligently with my insurance company. Their office 
is eas

Maxwell 5

Accept nothing less I've been going to CSS for at least ten years. Jeremy got me through nerve pain so I 
could continue running. After a long layoff, I returned with nagging foot issues. Christy 
got me through those. This year I'm planning a 50k trail race that starts at 8k foot 
elevation. I know Christy will get me through it. Don't hesitate just make an 
appointment at CSS. You will not regret it. Happy trails.

J.S. 5

Excellent Jeremy delivered a knowledgable and thoughtful diagnosis, treatment plan, and 
prognosis; I really need all three and got them.

Buzz 5



Love Colorado Spine & Sport! Dr. Jeremy has changed my life and helped me better understand the science behind 
preventative mechanics - just taking better care of myself through thoughtful 
movement, regular exercise and relevant care.  Without reservation, I recommend 
Jeremy and his entire team at Colorado Spine and Sport to anyone who wants to 
improve their life!  Boom!

Kirk 5

Great care Love Maureen for me and my children.  Nothing extreme, just proper  adjustments at 
proper time. Empathy for person and body.

Jennifer 5

Finally a great spine 
specialist!

I went to see Dr Rodgers for the first time this week and I have to say I was beyond 
pleased with his level of expertise and detail. He had reviewed previous imaging and 
told me things that were never brought to my attention before. I was treated at the 
first visit as well which was much needed. I was also impressed with the lady at the 
front desk. She was very nice and attentive and the office was a very pleasant 
environment overall!

Rachel 5

Good, quick diagnosis Dr Rodgers performed an Ultrasound which provides real-time imaging for a quick, 
cost-effective, and accurate diagnosis.

Buzz 5

Colorado's Best of the Best When you match skilled set of hands, incredible knowledge of the science & body, 
with a compassionate team who listens, teaches and heals, you have Colorado Spine 
& Sport.  Words can't describe the attention to detail the entire team delivers; it's the 
kind of office that you'd send your family and best friends to because they care and 
most importantly, Produce Results.  Thanks for everything you do CS&S - we're 
fortunate to have your caring team helping our community.

Peter 5

Excellent Physical Therapy My family had seen Leslie Hoffmann, PT when she was at Avista Therapy and were so 
glad to find her at Colorado Spine and Sport when my daughter needed additional 
physical therapy. The practice is clean and super friendly and provides excellent care. 
Appointments are easy to make online or by phone. We would highly recommend 
them for anyone needing this service!

Vicki 5

The pace for athletes that 
need to get back out there 
quickly

I have been working with Jeremy for years.  As a 49 year old soccer player I am bound 
to have issues.  Jeremy's chiropractic work keeps injuries at a minimum.  Additionally, 
the great advice I get helps me navigate pre and post workouts to minimize issues.  
My daughter was very upset when she sprained her ankle badly the week before a 
very large volleyball tournament in Denver.  Jeremy saw her immediately and was 
able to get her on the court and productive with an amazing wrap job and PT.

Mark 5



Excellence All Around I've been treated by Jeremy for over 10 years.  He has solved issues that I was 
plagued with for years.  He got me back on the bike from San Francisco to Los Angeles 
when others thought I was done riding (that was 2007).   I go to him when I think I'm 
crippled and can't walk, and I go to him for maintenance.  I send friends to him with 
the same great results.  AND his office staff is as capable and caring as he is.

M.K. 5

Comprehensive, strategic, 
and exemplary care

I saw Dr. Jeremy Rodgers for lower back pain. Dr. Rodgers was incredibly 
knowledgeable and provided exemplary care. He explained what was going on with 
my back as well as his plan for how to treat it. The treatment strategy took into 
account my finances as well as my athletic goals, included exercises to supplement 
adjustments, and has gotten me back in triathlon shape. I am very thankful for 
Colorado Spine and Sport and definitely recommend their services!

Paige 5

Very impressed and good 
results

I have been to various doctors and have tried the different massage and electro stem 
techniques but have never felt the instant relief that I felt while at Colorado Spine.   

Wish I could really express my gratitude for really making a difference and helping me 
with the pain.

Hence this 5 star review,  I definitely would reccomend them to anyone who is dealing 
with pain.

Again, thanks Dr. Rodgers!

Eric 5

Client Incredible service and attention to detail.  Great insight on issues.  Caring service.  A 
great group of people.  Jeremy in particular is amazing.

Michael 5

Finally! I am so glad I found Jeremy.  Everyone tells you their doctor or therapist is great, but I 
just could not find someone I trusted.  Then I came here.  Dr. Rodgers gained my 
confidence in about ten minutes.  And, by the time I left my first appointment he had 
me as a patient for life!  Seriously great care.  I don't often give anyone or anyplace 
five stars but the team here deserves it!

Chris 5

AMAZING I cannot say enough about the care, therapy and professionalism CSS delivers! The 
entire staff has been incredibly helpful in navigating a long post car accident journey 
towards health. Dr Rodgers is so knowledgeable about treatment, referrals to 
specialists and legal counsel and so thorough in his diagnosis and analysis of what is 
most helpful to the patient. You definitely want this team in your corner!

Annie 5



SO GLAD I FOUND DR 
THOMM

After a long absence of getting adjusted, and a painful lower back!  I found Dr Thomm 
at another location.  It didn't take long for her to help me function without pain. I am 
so thankful that I found her, as she is a good fit for me!  Love the peaceful 
environment atf her new location!  Thank you Dr Thomm!!

Rosemary 5

Do you want to get rid of 
your pain fast?  See Jeremy 
Rodgers!

No one is better than Jeremy Rodgers for ridding yourself of pain so that you can hit 
the righteous  trails of Boulder!  Go where the elite athletes go.  Boulder‚Äôs best kept 
secret. 
I tried the physical therapy program, but it took to long to see results and was 
extremely costly.
I lucked out when I discovered Jeremy Rodgers.  
Hey 19!

Peg 5

Highly Recommend Colorado 
Spine & Sport - Dr. Jeremy 
Rodgers is Exemplary

Dr. Rodgers (Jeremy) has gone above and beyond to help me with acute back and 
neck problems due to long term sports and work related injuries.  Jeremy is a wealth 
of knowledge and a highly studied professional who always has his clients best 
interest in mind.  He is by far the best medical practitioner, with the greatest breadth 
of knowledge that I've ever seen.

Mark 5

Jeremy is extremely 
effective, highly dedicated, 
and he never gives up

I can't praise Jeremy Rodgers highly enough.  I have a very complicated case with 
multiple pain sources.  He frequently and consistently reduces my extreme pains to 
tolerable levels.  He also provides guidance and exercises for long term relief.  He has 
found issues in MRI and CT imagery that other specialists haven't found.

He is an invaluable resource who helps me find the best surgeons and treatment 
options to hopefully return me to a less painful and more fulfilling life.

Thanks so much!

Dave 5

Phenomenal Care Jeremy, Victoria, Deb, and Elena have been absolutely wonderful.  I was in a bad car 
accident in September.  My doctors did not go through the details of my MRI to the 
depth that Jeremy did.  He made me understand my injuries, and has provided 
excellent care.  I've moved my PT to him as well.  Co Spine and Sport was 
recommended by several co-workers, and now I strongly recommend them!!

Cyndee 4

Great service The staff and the professional are very knowledgeable. Dr. Rodgers listened to all my 
concerns very carefully, explained to me what was happening and then adjust me. He 
designed a plan to treat the pain I have in my hip.

Viviana 5



The best! Absolutely the best! My entire family loves our adjustments with Dr Thomm! She‚Äôs 
seen me through 2 pregnancies and kept me in the proper alignment throughout them 
both! I won‚Äôt let anyone else adjust me or my family!

Dawn 5

Great care and service I go to Jeremy with all my injuries because as an athlete himself, he understands how 
important it is for me to get back out there as quickly as possible.  He has a good 
balance of optimism, honesty and caution that help ease the anxiety of injuries.  
Highly recommended.

Galen 5

Lumbar Pain: first 
appointment

Jeremy took a thorough history, quickly diagnosed the issue, and explained the 
musculoskeletal findings in a way that made sense and was founded in science.  I 
came in after a series of sleepless nights and after some quick adjustments it's been 
so much better.  The fog of gnawing pain has lifted; I have my happy demeanor back!

Scott 5

Maureen Rocks! I have been going to Maureen for several years now. Dr. Thomm truly cares for her 
patients. She takes the time to really listen and treat accordingly. I never feel rushed 
and always leave feeling well cared for!

Jan 5

Dr. Rodgers keeps me going I had back surgery about nine years ago and was doing fine until the sciatica returned. 
Hoping to avoid "the knife", I found Dr. Rodgers. He quickly diagnosed the sources of 
my issues and applied the appropriate treatments. As a "seasoned" cyclist that rides 
about 100 miles per week nearly year-round, I need regular adjustments. This, along 
with Jeremy's prescribed at home core exercises and stretching keeps me going on my 
bike. Thanks, Dr. Rodgers!

Jim 5

Outstanding Service My choice for when my body needs fixing!  Maureen and Jeremy are knowledgeable 
professionals.  I have known Jeremy for 15 years and he has always taken good care 
of me.

Robert 5

sciatica / piriformis - 
Hamstring intense pain

I went in with severe pain down my hamstring and could barely walk. I had an 
adjustment with Dr. Rodgers and followed up with PT/Dry needling with Christy K. The 
next morning, after a hot shower to get the muscles warm the pain level of nearly a 10 
dropped down to a dull ache, I can walk and just about back to normal. Amazing, I 
can't imagine how people deal with this all the time and don't do anything about it.

Scott 5

Great service - great results Got tired of seeing other doctors, and getting no results (aside from endless referrals 
for X-rays and MRIs).  Christy and Jeremy have helped me make more progress in one 
month than other doctors have made in years.

S.G. 5



Mareen is the best! When I first started seeing Maureen my chronic neck pain was at its worse. 6 or 8 
weeks later the pain was gone. Great relief thanks to Maureen! My husband had the 
same good results with his lower back. Receptionist couldn't  be nicer. They get an 
A+++++

Karen 5

Jeremy Rodgers- Highest 
Rating

Jeremy is Amazing. I have been seeing Jeremy for over a year for excruciating 
Sciatica. He is gentle, kind, understanding and honest. In addition, his team at 
Colorado Sport and Spine are dedicated, very intelligent and well versed in the latest 
chiropractic techniques. Every time I see him I leave feeling like a million bucks.

Anonymous 5

Dr J Hoobin Colorado Spine and Sport on McCaslin Blvd is a top-notch Chiropractic and Functional 
Rehab facility! Dr. Jeremy gives a detailed exam to determine the root cause of your 
situation and with every visit he efficiently reassesses your progress and addresses 
any new issues that arise. His skill with adjusting the spine and extremities is superior 
as is his knowledge of the supporting soft tissue and their biomechanics. The staff 
greets you with a warm smile and willingness to help you! A+ in my book

Dr 5

Service is great!  Care is 
awesome too!

I love these guys.  They are taking good care of both my son and me.  They are 
flexible and caring!  My hip, back, and neck are functional because of Dr. Thomm's 
care.  We can't thank you enough!

Dawn 5

Finally I have hope After trying for almost 3 years I finally have hope that I may have found some 
answers for my back pain. Dr. Jeremy Rodgers has a systematic approach to 
designing a treatment plan with clear markers for progression along the way to 
determine if the treatment plan is effective or if it needs to be modified or if additional 
diagnostics, ie imaging are warranted. I am finally feeling confidant after years of 
uncertainty.

Allison 5

Always on target! Whether Maureen fixes my alignment or Kristie works with me on PT, I have always 
had long lasting, stellar treatment. Victoria also does an awesome job when I "treat" 
myself to a massage. Super friendly office with a staff of professionals that know 
what they are doing and prescribe the issues correctly. Been a patient for 5 years.

LSB 5

Excellent care I have been seeing Jeremy for over 10 years and always find the care received to be 
very professional and effective. Jeremy has taken care of problems ranging from low 
back pain to sciatica. I highly recommend his chiropractic care.

L.A. 5



Renewed Hope Dr. Rodgers is extremely well versed, knowledgeable and compassionate. The 
renewed hope I have that I may finally have relief from the lower back pain and hip 
from being year ended is the breath of fresh air I have desired for quite some time.

Debs 5

Extremely Knowledgeable 
and Effective

I have seen Dr Rogers for numerous issues.  He has been able to quickly resolve pain 
which was keeping me from my workout and tennis routine.   I feel confident 
whenever a new pain develops in a different part of my body he will be able to 
diagnose and treat with the lease amount of down town.

Laura 5

Jeremy helps me keep the 
"old man" at bay

Last Sunday, I participated in a 65 mile gravel cycling race with 5000+ feet of climbing 
followed by a bone rattling, steep decent on a narrow "washboard" road. Needless to 
say, my neck, shoulders and lower back were a bit sore. Fortunately, my regular 
appointment with Dr. Rodgers was the following Tuesday. Post-treatment, I walked 
out of Colorado Spine and Sport already feeling much better. This old guy owes Dr. 
Rodgers a debt of gratitude for helping me keep moving. Thanks, Doc.

Jim 5

Incredibly knowledgeable , 
professional and 
conservative

I had been searching for a chiropractor whom was particularly specialized in 
women‚Äôs health to treat my chronic hip pain after two natural labours. From the 
moment I entered the clinic, I was warmly greeted and treated with the utmost 
respect and care. Maureen took so much time in talking with me to understand my 
issues and background. I never felt rushed or in a hurry. She was very thorough and 
knowledgeable... and has  a cracker personality. I highly recommend Maureen and 
her team. Xx

Bianca 5

Thank you Dr. Thomm is kind, personable and a great Chiropractor. In a world where we are 
made to feel like a number this was definitely not the case at this office. I appreciate 
that!

Kelli 5

Can't say enough good things 
about Christy!

I've been so appreciative of Christy's approach to addressing my back injury. She 
takes the time to understand my unique problem to craft a personalized solution. She 
always listens to my feedback and incorporates it into my treatment. I'm grateful to 
have found her!

Zack 5

Awesome!! I'll keep this short and very direct.  For years, I've had lower back problems (slightly 
bugling disk) and visited with many a specialists (including having injections with 
minimal results), so I finally hooked up with Dr. Thomm.  After a series of adjustments, 
she has given me my active life back (that had been limited for many years) with little 
or no pain. She's a SAINT!!!

Chris 5



Smart and comprehensive 
care

Dr. Rodgers is an excellent diagnostician and practitioner. He takes a comprehensive 
history of the medical issue and then determines the best way to treat it. He has 
treated both my son and myself and we could not be more satisfied with the level of 
care. Excellent doctor.

J.W. 5

THANK YOU Thank you Dr. Thomm for all the care you have given me this year!  As a senior, I 
have to take extra care to stay healthy, and Dr Thomm is at the top of my list!  
She listens to my concerns and addresses them with great care!  It is always a 
pleasant experience at the clinic!  Great staff!!!!

ROSEMARY 5

A1 rating! My whole family sees Dr. Thomm and both physical therapists, Kristy and Leslie. We 
are well taken care of

Dawne 5

Always good Prompt service, accommodating scheduling, and excellent chiropractic care. High 
recommendations for Dr. Maureen Thomm. Thank you!

Scott 5

Excellent I have been seeing Dr. Rodgers for ten years and he has provided excellent care of my 
spinal problems ranging from basic misalignment issues to herniated discs. Highly 
recommended!

L.A. 5

Transformative I met Jeremy through a running community member.  I regularly used a treadmill and 
elliptical but found that I developed intermittent low back pain for many years.  I 
visited Jeremy with an acute low back strain and after a thorough exam, I found that 
my back pain was due to poor muscle tone and form.  After some manipulation and a 
few visits, I received a bonus result from his education and treatment, my new 
alignment permanently treated a chronic knee pain on stairs as well.  Thank you!

Jackie 5

10 years of service Dr. Thomm has taken good care of me for over 10 years. She is amazing and always 
listens to my needs. Thanks!

Karen 5

Mild herniation, 
facet/piryformis syndrome

Doctor Jeremy in just one session knew exactly what my problem was and I went from 
not be able to sleep at night to a very comfortable and painless feeling.
Thank you so much for your great job, I‚Äôll never forget.

Claudia 5

Highly recommend Dr. 
Rodgers

This was my first visit to Dr. Rodgers. I was impressed by the care and knowledge he 
provided. I am an elite endurance runner with calf pain that is hindering my training 
for the Olympic Marathon Trials. Dr. Rodgers was considerate of my situation and 
together we put together a plan of action to get me to the start line. Unlike other 
clinics, Dr. Rodgers considered all aspects of recovery including PT, gait analysis, 
manual therapy, taping and seriously considered my long-term well being.

Tara 5

Great service Maureen is always so caring and attentive. I can‚Äôt imagine seeing any other 
chiropractor. I always feel so much better after treatment

Hilary 5



Maintenance adjustment Had my usual adjustment. Only the prior patient was also in office. While I waited 
they took my temp with non contact electronic thermometer. Easy to keep distance 
until I met with Dr Rodgers. He wiped down head of table where my head/mouth 
would rest. Both of us wearing masks. Had adjustment and then out. They have hand 
sanitizer dispenser at desk if you like which I used before I left. I have been extremely 
careful and felt this worked great. Going back in a month.

Alan 5

Highly knowledgeable Dr. Rodgers is highly knowledgeable in his field. After a few quick questions, turns of 
my head, and touch on my back, he could tell me some of my symptoms that I had 
failed to mention. Yes, I did have some tingling in my fingers!  But no more! A few 
minutes later, I step out of the office feeling a strange freedom and relief from pain. 
He is amazing!

Neck 5

Excellent, knowledgeable PT Jeremy is one of the best PTs out there. He always has effective, actionable steps for 
any injury, and gives objective feedback for getting me back to training as soon as I 
can.

Austen 5

Great service, as usual! I have been to Dr. Rodgers many times over the last few years. He always figures out 
what is going on with my body and has great suggestions to work thru the issues and 
help me recover. He is awesome.

S.B. 5

Look Nowhere Else Jeremy Rodgers knows how to get rid of your pain.  I‚Äôve been going to him for years 
for running related matters.  
From ultra runners to weekend warriors, he‚Äôs the one to see!

Steely 5

THE Best DR! I have been seeing Dr. Rogers for 4 years. There is no one else I would trust my (my 
families) chiropractic care to than him. If you are looking for an expert that has your 
best interest in mind, treats the issue- not just the symptom, and individualizes each 
plan this should be your next call!

F.B. 5

Excellent results and a pain 
free life style

Thank you for the professionalism and medical expertise.  I have been coming to your 
office for many years.  It is a great feeling to be known when ojo have returned.

Araceli 5

My Review I was so thankful to get in to see Dr. Rodgers the same day I had a sudden issue with 
my hip flexor.  He spent time covering various treatments and issues.  I also really like 
Deb, who answers the phone.  She's very professional and kind and helpful.  Great 
attitudes, in my view, go a long way in these days.  Thank you.

Jill 5

outstanding as always! I have been a client of this office for over 10 years.  Dr Thomm cares deeply for her 
patients comfort and health.  She is knowledgeable, intuitive, kind, gentle and 
effective.  Would definitely recommend as 5*

H.P. 5



He's the Best Simply put, Jeremy Rodgers is a top notch spine and sport medicine chiropractor. He 
has kept my back mostly pain free for about 10 years now. He has also helped with 
sciatica, plantar fasciitis, and other aches and pains. I highly recommend him for your 
physical well being.

Mark 5

Never disappoints I see Dr. Jeremy Rodgers once a month for routine maintenance for a chronic back 
issue. 15 minutes of traction once per month has keeps me pain free to enjoy 
everyday life and my passion for mountain biking. Dr. Rodgers communicates 
exceptionally thoroughly, leaves no questions unanswered and offers treatment 
options with zero pressure. I highly recommend him and his practice.

Allison 5

Regular adjustments work! As a 68 year-old gravel/road cyclist that logs 100+ miles a week, I treasure the regular 
adjustments that I get from Dr. Rodgers. He understands the stresses that cycling can 
impose on an old guy's body and uses treatment methods that work. He also regularly 
reminds me of the exercises I can do at home. Thanks to Dr. Rodgers, I can enjoy the 
freedom of riding my bike.

Jim 5

Top-Notch Jeremy Rodgers is top-notch, and you will find all the folks at Colorado Spine and Sport 
pleasant and professional. His mission has been to improve the quality of my life as 
quickly as possible and to give me tools to help myself. With immense chiropractic 
knowledge and experience, he has left no stone unturned to accurately diagnose my 
quirky case and works closely with other medical colleagues to support my needs. 
Thank you, Jeremy, for making a difference in my life.

Margaret 5

Relief I have severe chronic pain and Dr. Rodgers always finds and fixes the problem areas in 
my back, neck, and shoulders. I can tell him where my pain is, and he's able to resolve 
it with adjustments while sending me home with exercises or stretches that help keep 
the pain at bay until my next appointment. He's made my quality of life so much 
better. I can't thank him enough.

Meredith 5

Excellent diagnostic and 
preventative care

Jeremy Rodgers keeps me going!  His knowledge and diagnostic insights are first rate, 
and he effectively brings in and works with other medical experts to address my 
individual needs.

Lee 5

The Best Ever Dr. Jeremy is the best. Always willing to take the time needed, whatever that is, to 
explain in detail what's going on and what it will take to correct the situation. Never 
pushes for unnecessary treatments and really cares about the life of his patients! I've 
been going to Dr. Jeremy for at least 12, maybe 15, years, even when it was quite a 
distance from my residence I would not go to another chiropractor, although Jeremy 
was willing to give me a recommendation of someone nearer to me.

Linda 5



PT appt I appreciate the hard work Dr, Phinney is requiring of me to get back to 100% after 
shoulder surgery!

Shari 5

PT and Chiro I was referred to Dr. Jeremy by a good friend after experiencing discomfort in my knee 
for about six months. I hadn't been getting any lasting relief from my other 
chiropractor's adjustments, CBD, stretching, or massage therapy. He was able to 
confirm the issue and develop a treatment plan that has been successfully helping me 
reduce the discomfort, fix the movement pattern, and almost certainly avoid surgery 
in a few years. Very happy with the progress, and happy to recommend.

Emily 5

Patella Tendon injury Any time I have an injury I call Jeremy.  I have been going to him for years and I 
always feel better knowing I will get the right diagnosis and he will help me treat it and 
speed up my recovery.  I have referred many people to him over the years, all whom 
have been very grateful for his work along with that of his incredible PT staff. High 
recommend!!!

Kimberly 5

I feel fantastic I have been dealing with chronic LBP and hip pain for nearly 5 years. Michael 
transformed my body! SO grateful to have gotten a massage with him. I have already 
scheduled a few more sessions.

Stephanie 5

Great First Meeting! I'm very happy with the with my consultation and plan of action Dr. Rodgers set up for 
me.  Everyone in the office was very nice and helpful.

Katharine 5

My go to place for PT Either I‚Äôm hard on my body or just getting to the age where I need PT fairly 
regularly. I‚Äôve done PT at Colorado Spine and Sport for my back, shoulder and now 
ankle. Each time I‚Äôve received great service, personable and knowledgeable staff 
and most importantly gotten better. Highly recommend them.

Matthew 5

Self-care and routines! You know when you get into a reasonable routine of self-care, well during the past 
year, those habits relaxed. With no excuses, I had acute lower back pain spasms and 
was seen by Jeremy the next day when I could move enough to drive, :(. After being 
treated, I re-engaged with CS&S and will resume my 6 annual maintenance visits and 
daily stretches which remind me why I do not want to have those spasms again until 
there is another reason to get out of my self-care routine! :)

Jackie 5

Fantastic massage! My body buzzes it feels so good after having a massage with Michael. He listens 
carefully to you at the beginning of each session to adapt to your needs on that 
particular day. Focussed massage is definitely his talent! Skilled and experienced, I 
know my body is getting a proper tune-up. Would absolutely recommend without 
hesitation!

Stephanie 5



Yes! Jeremy fixed me! I was in so much pain and he fixed fast then he predicted he would. I 
normally am really scared of being adjusted so going to see him was my last resort. 
He is really kind with his adjustments and truly knows what he is doing. I can‚Äôt tell 
enough people about him. Thank you!

Kimberly 5

Outstanding! Fantastic staff, service and skill.  I injured my back due to a fall and was fit into the 
schedule that same day.

Scott 5

Above and Beyond I went to Dr. Jeremy Rodgers hopeful for relief from my painful sciatica.  I was not 
disappointed!  Jeremy mitigated my pain to a level 1-2 and also noted that I had loss 
of strength and mobility in my leg/foot.  I was unaware that this condition could result 
in permanent loss  Jeremy wasted no time to order an MRI, refer me to neurosurgeon 
Dr. Rajpal, and even checked in on me post microdiscectomy surgery.  Thanks to 
Jeremy's care and support, I am on a positive path to recovery!

Diane 5

Great visit! I saw Jeremy Rogers for a shoulder ache and he went through my problem, gave me 
some exercises to do, as well as habits to do for better spinal posture and movement. 
Highly recommend.

Kenna 5

Highly Recommend Always a pleasant, punctual experience and I leave feeling great! My neck and back 
issues caused me crippling pain for years, I am now almost symptom free.

Adam 5

Excellent Care I have been under Jeremy Rodger's care for more than a decade and have always 
found it to be exemplary.

L.A. 5

Jeremy is the best I‚Äôve been going to Jeremy for years and years and he‚Äôs helped me immensely 
every time.  All sorts of spinal ailments have been sorted. He‚Äôs the man!

Jake 5

Friendly and thorough I like Jeremy's approach, which is different that any other chiropracter I've seen.  He 
has taught me streches and exercises that will strengthen my back to prevent injuires.

Scott 5

Excellent service and 
treatment

Got in and out quickly with treatment that resolved my neck issue and pain.  Very 
knowledgeable and friendly.

George 5

Great My daughter went to Maureen after PT at a different place didn‚Äôt help her so we 
decided to try chiropractor instead. Maureen is so knowledgeable and helpful and 
great at explaining what she was doing and why. She is even coming in early one 
morning for an appt for my daughter since their schedules weren‚Äôt matching. I am 
hopeful my daughter will continue to get  relief. Even my hard to please almost 18 
year old liked her. .

L.H. 5



Bike Crash Realignment My regular adjustment happened to occur two days after competing in a 60 mile 
gravel bike race north of Fort Collins. I crashed on a downhill section of deep, loose 
gravel. While I easily finished, I was left with a stiff/sore neck. Dr. Rodgers quickly 
assessed my situation and successfully worked his ‚Äúmagic‚Äù. Thanks, Doc!

Jim 5

Best Chiropractic Care!!! I have been going to Colorado Sport and Spine over 7  years.  Dr Thomm is So 
knowledgeable and helpful. She understands how to navigate the medical field better 
than most. She‚Äôs very compassionate, concerned and devotes time to  patients!  I 
cannot recommend her enough.

Mary 5

They fix it-- really! I've seen Maureen on and off for years and she's always figured out how to fix my 
back issues. Whether I am hurting from stress, injury from workout, or sitting poorly 
while working all day, she knows what to do. I had been doing pretty well for a year 
and a half during the pandemic and all of a sudden, my mid back area started to seize 
up from stress and sleeping in an odd position. I was able to book a 15 min 
appointment and I walked out of there brand new again. Love her!!!

Laura 5

The Best Ever Spine andBody 
Care

I've been seeing Dr. Jeremy for 15 years or more. I used to live on Sloan's Lake and 
the distance to Dr. Jeremy didn't matter ... I would not go anywhere else for my spinal 
and body care. Jeremy takes whatever time is needed for care and to explain what 
was wrong, why, and how to care for myself. You see Jeremy and you will not be 
disappointed!

Linda 5

Excellent Care I have been seeing Dr. Jeremy Rodgers for over 12 years, and I highly recommend his 
care. He has helped me overcome numerous back issues and avoid surgery.

Lee 5

Ease of mobility I am a sculptor and from time to time my muscles and tendons get bound up from 
long hours of extended use, which bring about that familiar discomfort. I have been 
seeing Dr. Rodgers for over 10 years for spinal manipulation and various techniques to 
improve my spinal health. After a wellness visit with Dr. Rodgers, my muscles and 
tendons move so much easier, allowing me to get back in the studio. I encourage 
anyone that feels restricted in movement or has that aching back to see Dr. Rodgers.

Paul 5

Great care Dr Rodgers was recommended by a co-worker. The appointment was the most 
thorough I‚Äôve had on my back in 25 years. He really listened, explained what he 
thought was going on and set a plan for care.

Michele 5

Always what I need Every time I see Dr.Thomm she makes a world of difference in how I feel. She is the 
best. The office staff is pleasant and helpful.

Tina 5



Love this place I absolutely love Colorado Spine and Sport, everyone is friendly.  Everyone is 
knowledgeable.  I‚Äôve received outstanding care for issues other doctors were only 
throwing drugs at.  Couldn‚Äôt be happier.

Paula 5


